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EDITORIAL PERSPECTIVE

Turmoil in Kashmir

MAJ. GEN. AFSIR KARIM (RETD.)

EMERGING CONTOURS OF PAKISTANI DESIGNS

The attack on the Uri base camp on 18 September by a well-

trained Pakistani terror group brought to light a new Pakistani

ball game in Kashmir. It linked the unrest in Kashmir with cross-

border terrorism and revealed new Pakistani designs of escalating

violence in J&K. The Indian response came on the night of 29/

30 September in the shape of a meticulously planned midnight

pre-emptive strike on terrorist launching pads and bases across

the Line of Control (LoC) in three different locations. Significant

casualties were inflicted on the terrorists poised to launch attacks.

A new phase of proxy war started taking shape sometime

in 2014, when the process of indoctrination and arming and

training of local groups started in earnest. This process continued

unchecked as no resolute countermeasures were taken by the

central and state governments to meet this threat. It appears that

Pakistan, with the active connivance of separatists, has succeeded

in subverting the loyalties of a very large segment of the civil

population. Pakistan, taking advantage of the situation, upped

the ante several notches through frequent lethal attacks on

security forces.

The important questions now are, how do you control

street violence and the widespread unrest in the Valley without

undue collateral damage and how do you break the organisation

that plans and launches stone attacks? Rhetoric, anger and

harsh action will have no impact unless the back of the subversive

organisations operating in the Valley is broken. We have to take
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out their leaders and planners and the other large number of

paid Pakistani agents lurking in the Valley.

STAKEHOLDERS IN THE CHAOS

The main stakeholders in the chaos are the Hurriyat and the Pakistani

terrorist groups associated with it; no wonder then that an attempt by a

group of MPs, a self-appointed delegation, to open a dialogue with

separatist leaders in Srinagar failed miserably. Obviously, the separatists

wanted to shun any dialogue that may indicate an opening of a dialogue

for peace. To defy Pakistan by opening a dialogue with our MPs would

have been suicidal for their future political careers and well-being; they

are creatures of Pakistan, and their charter is to spread disorder and

promote subversion and close all avenues of peace.

The seasonal agenda of all the separatists is based on directives

issued from Pakistan from time to time; but they on their own have been

constantly preaching cession from the Indian Union: they do not recognise

the Indian Constitution, and they do not accept that they are Indian

citizens. They propagate that the status of J&K must be settled by a

plebiscite under the supervision of the United Nations. They call the

Indian army and other security forces occupation forces. They assist

terror attacks and other subversive plans of Pakistan. They are also

assisting and encouraging Wahhabism clandestinely. They are Trojan

horses; as long as their activities are not checked by a firm hand and their

political bases are not destroyed, there will be no peace in the Kashmir

Valley. These are well-established facts, well known to authorities. Therefore,

one wonders why these minions of Pakistan-sponsored terrorism have

been allowed to thrive and prosper for so long.

STONE PELTERS AND OTHER
STAKEHOLDERS IN THE CHAOS

It appears that ‘sangbazi’ (stone throwing) has become a lucrative

profession in Kashmir and Pakistan has succeeded in subverting the

loyalties of a very large segment of unemployed youth in the Valley.
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Basing their experience on the successful enrolment of youth for stone

throwing in 2010, a much larger number was trained by the Sangbaaz, an

organisation of Jamaat-e Islami in 2016, at the behest of Pakistan. The

important questions are, how do you control street violence without causing

undue collateral damage and how do you break the organisation that

plans and launches stone pelters? Rhetoric, anger and threats will have

no impact unless the back of the stone pelters’ organisation is broken. We

have to identify their leaders and planners and paid Pakistani agents who

are currently active in training and launching ‘sangbaz gangs’ in the

Valley.

PAKISTAN’S DESPERATE BID

The attack on the Uri base camp on 18 September by a well-trained

Pakistani terror group, along with other attempts in Tangdhar-Naugam and

Poonch sectors, brought to light a new Pakistani pattern of destabilising

Kashmir. It linked the unrest in Kashmir with cross-border terrorism and

revealed larger Pakistan plans to keep the Indian army engaged all along

the border.

It seems the process of indoctrination and arming and training of

local groups to create unrest and simultaneously attack security forces

started sometime in 2014. This process went on unchecked as no resolute

countermeasures were taken by the central and state governments to meet

this threat. A sharp decline in terrorist activities and infiltration perhaps

led to complacency.

Taking the success of armed forces against Pakistani-sponsored

terror as a yardstick, our policymakers looked at the Kashmir problem from

the narrow prism of Pakistan-sponsored terrorism and neglected to moderate

their policies, which gradually translated into alienation and acute anti-

Indian feelings. Although the army succeeded in cutting down infiltration

and curbing terror attacks, the simmering discontent that had developed

underneath the surface went unnoticed.

A well-orchestrated propaganda highlighting the indifference of the

government and political parties to the day-to-day problems of the people

gradually increased resentment and spread unrest. Political parties who
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should have been in the forefront of countering subversive Pakistani

propaganda remained totally inactive. In this period, the economic well-

being of the people was ignored and unemployment increased; Pakistan

took full advantage of this situation and gradually gave the civil unrest

a violent anti-Indian turn.

INDIA’S RESPONSE IN SOUTH KASHMIR

The primary role of the army in the past was to counter Pakistan-sponsored

terrorism and subversion along the LoC and its immediate hinterland.

However, as apparent from the large number of attacks and encounters

witnessed in August and September this year, the army gradually got

involved in mob control in some areas of the hinterland; this created gaps

in the security grid along the LoC, allowing a larger scale of infiltration

by Pakistani terrorists. In the prevailing environment, it may be best to

place all paramilitary forces under designated army formations in order to

enable better coordination to cope with the peculiarities of operations in

J&K.

The recent induction of the India army to becalm the unprecedented

turbulence in the south Kashmir region was a well-timed, bold and innovative

step. The main task of the additional army units in this area would be to

restore confidence of police and administrative cadres, keep the roads and

communication systems free of obstructions and human road blocks and

regain the strategic space occupied by the anti-national elements and

Pakistan-sponsored terror groups. The army is well suited to accomplish

this mission but has to watch the next move of Pakistan. By now, the

Pakistani army brass would have analysed this move in great detail and

considered several steps to hinder the army’s plans and show it in a bad

light to the international community and the people of Kashmir. Pakistan’s

first step may be to infiltrate more terror groups in this region to attack

the army with the aim of diverting its focus from constructive tasks.

Alternatively, Pakistan may shift the protesters to heavily built-up areas

in big towns and urban congregations to inhibit strong army action against

them and pro-Pak elements.
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The focus on the internal problems of Kashmir by the central

government at the highest level came rather late, but it an opportunity for

the government to find a permanent solution to the sporadic violence that

has been erupting in the Valley at regular intervals. After the Uri attack,

India’s attitude towards Pakistan has changed for good and India is now

determined to give a fitting reply to Pakistan’s treacherous terror attacks.

One such reply eventually came in the shape of three major strikes across

the LoC.

INDIA’S MIDNIGHT SURGICAL STRIKES

India’s first authorised major cross-border strike on terrorist bases is a

well-calculated move to impose caution on Pakistani-sponsored terrorist

columns that so far were attacked only once they crossed the borders/

LoC. The attack by elite para commando groups was a flawless operation

demonstrating India’s capabilities of striking chosen targets across the

LoC with great precision at will.

This strike, more than anything else, has changed the rules of the

game. India has made it clear the battle ground would shift further to the

west if Pakistan persists in expanding its terrorist operations across the

LoC. Now, the ball is in Pakistan’s court and India would be carefully

watching its next move.

Pakistan is unlikely to curtail cross-border terror operations. It

will, on the other hand, up their scale but now many attacks will be pre-

empted and terror groups will suffer much larger casualties in the process

in view of India’s new offensive posture.
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A Firm and Long-Term Strategy
Required to Deal with the Kashmir Problem

JAI KUMAR VERMA

Pakistan has always considered Kashmir an unfinished agenda

of partition and dreamt of amalgamating it with Pakistan.

Pakistan has fought four wars with India and out of these, three

wars were fought on Kashmir. The Pakistani army, which enjoys

several privileges and claims itself as the saviour of Pakistan,

will never allow cordial relations between Pakistan and India.

The military-controlled Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) has

launched a low-intensity war against India. Pakistan, which is

mainly responsible for creating law and order problems in Jammu

and Kashmir (J&K), used the killing of Hizbul Mujahideen (HM)

commander Wani as a spark. Pakistan, which alleges that India

has not fulfilled the UN Resolution, is in fact the real culprit as

it did not comply with the first and foremost condition of the

resolution – withdrawing all Pakistani troops from J&K. Pakistan-

supported separatists successfully linked religion with the

agitation, and now they openly demand establishment of Nizam-

e-Mustafa in the state. ISI is supporting several terrorist outfits

and leaders in the Valley, and they are demanding Kashmir’s

merger with Pakistan. ISI-sponsored terrorist outfits have carried

out several terrorist activities in the state, including the attack

on the army camp in Uri in which 19 Indian soldiers were

martyred. Pakistan castigated India in the United Nations and

selected a team of 22 members of Parliament (MPs) to tour

different world capitals to highlight the Pakistani viewpoint on

Kashmir. However, the Pakistani government is feeling isolated

in the world arena, and no country has supported it against the

Indian surgical strike of September 29. The government must

formulate a long-term policy to handle Pakistan-abetted terrorism,

and the sources of finance to separatists must be curbed.
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Kashmir has remained an important milestone of the foreign policy

of Pakistan since it was carved out from India in 1947. Although a few

changes have transpired in its Kashmir policy because of international

pressure, Pakistan has always viewed the merger of Kashmir as the victory

of its ‘two-nation theory’. Pakistan claims that Kashmir is a Muslim-

majority state and hence must be amalgamated with it while a secular India

claims that Kashmir is an integral part of India because the then ruler of

Kashmir Hari Singh merged it with India. In the last 70 years, Pakistan has

tried several military as well as diplomatic options. As no recourse has

worked, it has launched a low-intensity war against India.

The civilian government of Pakistan is not empowered to take any

cogent decision about Kashmir. Pakistan’s Kashmir policy is chalked out

by the all-powerful army, and the civilian government has to enforce it.

Therefore, all the sincere efforts made by the present and past governments

of India have been in vain as the Pakistani army will never allow any

resolution to the Kashmir issue. General Raheel Sharif, chief of the Pakistani

army and the most powerful person in Pakistan, stated in a lecture at the

Royal United Services Institute in October 2015 that Kashmir is an unfinished

agenda of the India-Pakistan partition and it needs to be resolved.

The authoritative Pakistani army claims itself as the saviour of

Pakistan and asserts that it will take back Kashmir from India. Although

it is aware that militarily, this is not feasible, it has launched a proxy war

against India and Kashmir is the prime target.

THE BURHAN WANI KILLING WAS A SPARK

Burhan Muzaffar Wani, who was commander of the Pakistan-occupied-

Kashmir (POK)-based ISI-funded Hizbul Mujahideen, was killed in an

encounter with security forces on July 8, 2016. Wani ran away from his

house in 2010 at the tender age of 15 and was very active on social media

and became popular among Kashmiri youths by posting concocted photos

and fictitious videos against India and Indian security forces. The

Government of India announced a reward of ¹ 1 million on him. The

sinister ISI and secessionist elements took advantage of this encounter

and initiated protests, demonstrations and bunds in the Valley, which
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continued for about 53 days, in which about 70 persons lost lives and

approximately 7,000 people were injured.

The secessionists and pro-Pakistani elements made the ground for

protests and demonstrations, and the killing of Wani provided an opportunity

to disturb the law and order situation in the Valley. The dead body of

Wani was wrapped in a Pakistani flag and buried on July 9 in Taral.

Militants were present at the funeral and gave a 21-gun salute. The pro-

secessionists media claimed that it was the biggest procession and gave

an embellished figure of about 200,000 persons. However, in reality, about

14,000 persons participated in the procession.

The secessionists organised violent demonstrations in all 10 districts

and virtually shut down the Valley. Demonstrators resorted to stone pelting

and attacked police stations, posts of security forces and transit camps

of Kashmiri Pandits. The government suspended Internet services, the

national highway was closed for some time and the Amarnath Yatra was

repeatedly suspended.

A former chief minister Omar Abdullah–led joint delegation of

opposition parties met Prime Minister Modi on August 22 and discussed

the current turmoil in J&K. The delegation, which also met President

Pranab Mukherjee on August 20, stressed the need for a political solution

to the Kashmir impasse. The delegation stressed that the turmoil, which

had been going on since the preceding 45 days, should be resolved

through a political dialogue with all the affected parties. The delegation

also gave a memorandum to Prime Minister Modi, mentioning that instead

of solving the problem politically, the government wants to solve it

administratively, which is delaying any solution to the crisis. The

continuance of protests, marches, strikes and curfew is alienating the

masses, especially the youths. The memorandum also requested prohibition

of the use of pellet guns, as well as illegal searches, raids, arrests, etc.,

which has a demoralising effect on the masses. The prime minister stated

that all political parties should work together to find a permanent solution

to the problem within the framework of the Constitution.

Both central and state governments worked hard, and the curfew

was lifted and normalcy was restored. During this time, Home Minister

Rajnath Singh visited J&K more than twice and reviewed the security
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situation. He presided over high-level meetings and met the chief minister

as well as leaders of different political parties.

Mehbooba Mufti met the prime minister in New Delhi and discussed

the trouble in Kashmir. She repeatedly said in the press conferences that

only 5 per cent of Kashmiris are involved in the unrest and Pakistan is

instigating Kashmiri youths to create trouble. She said that the prime

minister is keen to restore peace and tranquillity in Kashmir and the basic

objective of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and Peoples Democratic

Party (PDP) alliance is to settle the Kashmir problem. She appealed to the

separatists to assist the government so that the Kashmir problem is

resolved.

The security agencies arrested a few secessionist leaders under the

Unlawful Activities Act, and the central government also handed over a

list of 400 persons to law enforcing agencies to take legal action against

them. The persons in the list were involved in organising processions,

rallies, strikes and stone pelting at the behest of the military-controlled

ISI.

GENESIS OF THE KASHMIR DISPUTE

The origin of the Kashmir dispute lies in the partition of India. So far, both

countries have fought four wars. Out of them, three were primarily for

Kashmir. In addition to these wars, there have been several clashes in

various places, including at Siachen Glacier, which is the highest

battleground on earth. Armies of both countries are fighting in the Siachen

Glacier area since April 1984 and so far, more than 2,000 persons have lost

their lives due to the inhospitable terrain and the extreme weather.

When Pakistani troops attacked Kashmir, the ruler of J&K signed

an instrument of accession in 1947 in favour of India. Hence the whole

state of J&K was merged with India. However, Pakistan illegally occupied

approximately 37 per cent of the area, including POK, Gilgit and Baltistan,

and China occupies about 20 per cent of the area, including Demchok

district, Shaksgan Valley and Aksai Chin. India, which is the lawful claimant

of the whole of J&K, has only 43 per cent of the area, including Jammu,

the Kashmir Valley, Leh, Ladakh and Siachen Glacier.
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The Government of India headed by Prime Minister Jawahar Lal

Nehru took up the Kashmir issue in the United Nations Security Council

(UNSC) although at that time, Sardar Patel and Sheikh Abdullah opposed

this move. The UN constituted the United Nations Commission for India

and Pakistan (UNCIP) and passed United Nations Security Council Resolution

47 on April 21, 1948. The resolution specifically asked the Pakistan

government to withdraw all forces from J&K, including tribesmen and

Pakistani nationals, and also mentioned that the Government of India

should reduce its forces to a minimum and then a plebiscite should be

conducted to decide whether Kashmir should be merged with India or

Pakistan. However, Pakistan never complied with the first and primary

condition of the UN Resolution of withdrawing all troops and Pakistani

nationals from Kashmir. Hence the plebiscite could not be held. But in all

national and international forums, it blames India and alleges that India is

not holding the plebiscite.

Brussels-based Jamil Maqsood, secretary foreign affairs of the United

Kashmir People’s National Party, also stated that as the Pakistani army

failed to vacate Kashmir, which was the first condition under the UN

Resolution, Pakistan has no right to talk about violation of the UN Resolution

by India. Maqsood, who is a senior leader of POK, clarified that there were

three steps or conditions laid down by the UN Resolution and the first

and foremost step was the withdrawal of Pakistani troops and Pakistani

citizens from the whole of J&K. Pakistan never fulfilled the first condition.

As the steps were sequential and Pakistan failed to comply with the first

step, the other two steps could not be accomplished. He further asserted

that Pakistan has no right to accuse India of non-fulfilment of the UN

Resolution as Pakistan is the sole culprit.

Legally, the whole of Kashmir is an integral part of India, and

Pakistan and China are illegally occupying more than 50 per cent of the

area. Pakistan has attacked India more than thrice and at present has

launched a low-intensity war against India with the ulterior motive of

capturing the remaining areas of J&K. Regular elections are held in J&K,

and there is a high turnout in the elections, which confirms that the

residents of the state approve of the merger and want to be part of secular

India. In fact, the maximum votes were cast in the 2014 elections.
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The UNSC Resolution 1172 also accepts the Indian position that all

disputes must be resolved through bilateral negotiations and there is no

need for a plebiscite now. India is a secular country and does not accept

the two-nation theory. Hence Pakistan’s argument that Kashmir is a Muslim-

majority state has no validity. India has more Muslims than Pakistan and

they feel safer here than Shias, Muhajirs, Balochis or Sindhis feel in

Pakistan.

SEPARATISTS SUPPORTING
PAKISTAN IN THE NAME OF ISLAM

Pakistani agents and separatists cunningly inserted religion into the

Kashmiri unrest issue, and now the leaders of the movement talk about

Islam and the establishment of Nizam-e-Mustafa. Now secularists and

political leaders must counter this move by telling Kashmiri masses that

India is a secular country and Kashmir has a tradition of Sufism and hence

the command of the conflict should not be shifted into the hands of

extremists as it would be disastrous for Kashmir.

The mosques in Kashmir have become the focal point of

demonstrations and spreading of rumours and fabricated information.

Unfortunately, the secular-minded Kashmiri imams of mosques were replaced

by fundamentalist imams from other states. The extremists preach that

Kashmir is a Muslim-majority state and hence a Hindu or secular ruler is

not acceptable to them. Slowly and steadily, Islamic fanatics evicted Kashmiri

Pandits and Sikhs from the Kashmir Valley, and now they demand its

merger with Pakistan. Extremists are not only attacking Hindus and Sikhs

but also assaulting Sufi dargahs and secular-minded Muslims.

PAKISTAN’S INSALUBRIOUS ROLE IN KASHMIR

Pakistani policy towards India is controlled by the army, and the present

army chief, Raheel Sharif, has an inbuilt hatred towards India as he lost

his uncle in the 1965 war and elder brother Major Rana Shabbir Sharif in

the 1971 war with India. The civilian government of Pakistan also wants
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to keep the Kashmir issue alive with an ulterior motive of distracting the

minds of Pakistani masses from day-to-day problems.

The civilian government, headed by Nawaz Sharif, initially wanted

to have cordial relations with India but later, under pressure from the army

and to gain popularity, issued blistering statements against India. Nawaz

stated that Pakistan would observe July 19 as Black Day as Burhan Wani

was ‘martyred’ that day. He and several other important leaders issued

sadistic statements against India and pledged wholehearted support to

Kashmiris. Sharif also complained in the United Nations about human

rights violations by Indian security forces in Kashmir. Again on September

21, Sharif raised the Kashmir issue in the 71st Session of the United

Nations General Assembly at the UN headquarters in New York. Besides

speaking in the UN, he and other persons of the Pakistani entourage

talked about the implementation of the UN resolution and human rights

violations in Kashmir by Indian security forces on the sidelines of the

session. Nevertheless, there was no impact of his rhetoric as all the

leaders of various countries were aware that Pakistan is sponsoring terrorism

and responsible for several terrorist attacks in India and the attack on the

army base at Uri was the latest Pakistan-sponsored terrorist assault. There

was no impact of efforts of the Pakistani delegation and UN secretary

general Ban Ki-Moon did not include Kashmir in his final speech.

22 PAKISTANI MEMBERS OF
PARLIAMENT NOMINATED FOR WORLD

TOUR TO MUSTER SUPPORT FOR KASHMIR

Pakistan was not getting international support on Kashmir, partially because

the country is known for its support for terrorism and it has emerged as

an epicentre of terrorism. Secondly, the economic clout of India is increasing

and all countries except China do not want to support Pakistan. Prime

Minister Modi’s foreign tours have also been fruitful, and most of the

countries, including the United States, want to side with India instead of

Pakistan. Hence Nawaz Sharif nominated 22 members of Parliament as

special envoys; these MPs visited important countries of the world and

tried to convince their leaders and masses that J&K should be merged
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with Pakistan; they also projected a fictitious picture of human rights

abuses by Indian security forces in Kashmir.

As expected, the response of the world community to the visit of

the unprepared Pakistani MPs was either negative or very lukewarm. The

world leaders are aware that in most of the terrorist acts all over the world,

either Pakistanis are involved or the terrorists are trained in Pakistan. Hafiz

Saeed, a known terrorist, is moving freely in Pakistan and addressing

public meetings as a representative of the Pakistan government. Hence the

strategy of sending MPs to important countries failed to generate goodwill

for Pakistan or for Kashmir, but the fanatic and illiterate Pakistani masses

appreciated this move.

PAK-SPONSORED TERRORIST
ACTIVITIES IN KASHMIR

Pakistan, which is pursuing the policy of a proxy war against India, not

only assists several terrorist groups but also infiltrates Pakistani nationals,

including suicide bombers, into India regularly. Indian security forces

have caught more than one Pakistani citizen alive while they were committing

terrorist activities while numerous Pakistani terrorists have been eliminated

while crossing the borders or during terrorist activities. Nevertheless

Pakistan denies blatantly the involvement of the state and claims that all

are non-state actors. The terrorists were carrying arms and ammunition,

global positioning systems (GPSs), etc., with Pakistani markings, but

Pakistan, being a terrorist state, denies all these conclusive pieces of

evidence. During interrogation, arrested Pakistani terrorists have given

minute details of the recruitment, names of the trainers and details of the

training, places where training was imparted, weapons on which training

was given, names of guides and the places from where they were infiltrated.

Nonetheless, Pakistanis deny the state’s involvement.

In the case of Mohammed Ajmal Amir Kasab, who was a terrorist

of Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and was apprehended during the Mumbai attack

of 2008, Indian security agencies provided minute details, including the

names of his family members, his birthplace, etc., but the Pakistani

government first denied that he was a Pakistani national and later claimed
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that he had entered India on his own and the Pakistan government had

no role in it.

According to reports in 2015, more than 116 terrorists, mostly

Pakistanis, were killed by the security forces. However, Pakistan enhanced

the infiltration and up to September 2016, more than 130 terrorists were

eliminated by the security forces. Sixty-four security force personnel were

also martyred in curbing terrorism in first nine months of 2016. According

to latest reports, ISI has already infiltrated about 250 terrorists and 100

terrorists are ready to enter India.

PAKISTAN-SUPPORTED
TERRORIST GROUPS IN KASHMIR

The Pakistani army, which was conclusively defeated in 1971 and more

than 90,000 Pakistani soldiers and officers surrendered to the Indian armed

forces, is determined to take revenge. Therefore, the main task assigned

to the creepy ISI is to split India. It has tried its level best to create

Khalistan and was also assisting several terrorist groups in the north-

eastern states. Nevertheless, its main target is Jammu and Kashmir. In

J&K, the ISI has created several terrorist outfits and supports quite a few

separatist leaders in the Valley. The following are the main terrorist outfits

assisted by Pakistan to carry out terrorist activities in J&K.

LASHKAR-E-TAIBA

Lashkar-e-Taiba, which means ‘Army of God’, carries out murder of innocent

people in the name of God. The LeT, as well as its armed wing Markaz-

ad-Dawa-Wal-Irsahd, proclaims that it aims to establish Nizam-e-Mustafa

in the whole of South Asia, including India. The LeT, with the connivance

of Pakistan, wishes to merge J&K with Pakistan so that it comes under

sharia law. The founder of LeT, Hafiz Muhammad Saeed always delivers

venomous speeches against India. There is a long list of terrorists activities

carried out by the outfit in India, especially in J&K. Nonetheless, the

latest attack was on the Indian army base at Uri.
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JAISH-E-MOHAMMED

Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM), which means ‘The Army of Mohammed’, is an

ISI-funded Deobandi terrorist outfit that has carried out several terrorist

attacks in J&K. The JeM works for the separation of Kashmir from India

and its merger with Pakistan. The outfit was declared a terrorist organisation

by several countries, including India, and was banned in Pakistan in 2002

due to enormous international pressure. It hijacked an Indian Airlines

plane in December 1999, and India had to release several terrorists, including

Maulana Masood Azhar, to secure the safe release of the airlines passengers

and crew. The JeM, which is one of the most deadly terrorist organisations,

is involved in several terrorist attacks in India, including the attack on the

Indian parliament in 2001. Recently, it was involved in terrorist attacks on

the Pathankot airbase.

HIZBUL MUJAHIDEEN

Hizbul Mujahideen is a terrorist outfit supported by the ISI. When Indian

security forces killed Burhan Wani, a commander of the HM, on July 8,

the Pakistani prime minister not only condemned the killing but also

declared him a martyr. Bill Roggio, a senior editor of the Long War Journal

Foundation for Defence Democracies, mentioned that Pakistanis have

deplored the killing of Wani, who was poisoning the minds of young

persons and was recruiting them for terrorist attacks.

In addition to the above-mentioned terror groups, there are several

other separatist organisations in Kashmir which are supported by Pakistan.

These organisations include Harkat-ul- Mujahideen, Dukhtaran-e-Millat,

Al Badr, Muttahida Jehad Council, Jamiat-ul-Mujahideen, Harkat-ul-Jehad-

al-Islami (HuJI), Al Umar Mujahideen, Lashkar-e-Omar (LeO), Lashkar-e-

Jabbar (LeJ), Tehrik-ul-Mujahideen, Mutahida Jehad Council (MJC), Jammu

& Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) and All Parties Hurriyat Conference

(APHC). Besides these terrorist organisations, there are several terrorist

outfits as well as the splinter groups which become active as and when

their sponsors in Pakistan send financial assistance or terrorists. Several
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leaders/workers of these Pakistan-supported terrorist groups work as support

agents of the terrorists sent by Pakistan.

MAJOR TERRORIST ATTACKS

It is difficult to make an exhaustive list of Pakistan-sponsored terrorist

activities in Kashmir, as the creepy ISI is involved in day-to-day happenings

in J&K. According to reliable reports, the separatists in J&K get regular

instructions from the ISI. Orders include where and how to organise

demonstrations, processions and strikes in the state. Where terrorist

activities are concerned, the ISI sends trained Pakistani nationals equipped

with bombs, arms and ammunitions, and maps/GPS and with complete

knowledge of the targets.

 In 1989, three CRPF personnel as well as Mohammed Yusuf Halwai

of the National Conference were killed by terrorists; again in 1989, Rubaiya

Sayeed, daughter of the then home minister, was kidnapped and was

released only after the release of a few noted terrorists. In 1995, six foreign

tourists were kidnapped, out of which five were exterminated.

The terrorists, under a well-chalked-out plan, started killing or evicting

Kashmiri Pandits, Hindus and Sikhs from the Valley. In 1997, seven Kashmiri

Pandits were killed in Sangrampora. In 1998, 24 Kashmiri Pandits in

Wandhama, 26 Hindus in Prankote, 25 Hindus in Champanari, and 30

Hindu Amarnath pilgrims were killed. In 2000, 36 Sikhs were shot to death

in Chittsingphura. In 2002, the Raghunath temple was attacked and 20

devotees were exterminated. The LeT massacred 24 Hindus in Nadimarg

in March 2003, while in 2006, in Doda, 35 Hindus were murdered. All these

incidents broke the morale of non-Muslims and there was an exodus of

Kashmiri Pandits and Hindus from the Valley. Unfortunately, the then

government did not take any preventive measures. Besides these major

incidents, ISI-abetted terrorists continued harassing non-Muslims in J&K

and slowly but steadily non-Muslims left the Valley.

Besides these attacks on non-Muslims, terrorists attacked security

forces and other innocent citizens to show that their writ prevails in the

Valley. In October 2001, Pakistan-sponsored terrorists attacked the

Legislative Assembly of the State and killed more than 38 persons and a
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large number were injured. Again in July 2002, LeT cadres threw hand

grenades in Srinagar in which 27 innocent lives were lost and many more

were injured. In 2005, a Hizbul Mujahideen suicide bomber blew a car

bomb in Srinagar in which six persons, including four army personnel,

were martyred. In October 2005, Education Minister Ghulam Nabi Lone

was killed. In December 2014, terrorists with the ulterior motive of disrupting

the assembly polls attacked four different places, in which 21 persons,

including security personnel, were killed.

TERROR ATTACK ON THE ARMY CAMP AT URI

The Pakistani army does not want cordial relations with India. Hence it

continuously trains terrorists and helps them infiltrate into India. The

Pakistani terrorist outfit Jaish-e-Mohammed sent six heavily armed terrorists

and they attacked the Pathankot airbase on January 2. India as a mature

country lodged a strong protest with Pakistan, and Prime Minister Nawaz

Sharif promised to take stringent action against the terrorist outfit. A

Pakistani delegation, which included an ISI officer, visited the Pathankot

airbase. Indian security agencies had collected conclusive pieces of evidence

which the delegation could not refute but after reaching Pakistan, the

delegation and the government changed their stance and no action was

taken against terrorist outfits.

The Modi government felt betrayed, but the ISI, instead of restraining

the terrorist outfits, sent LeT terrorists to attacked the army camp in Uri

on September 18, in which 19 army soldiers were martyred and about 30

soldiers were injured. All four Pakistani terrorists were killed, and AK-47

rifles, grenade operation systems, hand grenades and incendiary ammunition

were recovered from the slain terrorists. The ISI had equipped them with

a GPS. Therefore, the terrorists reached the army base easily. The Uri army

base is near the Line of Control (LoC), and it appears that these terrorists

were guided by some support agents also, who told them about the diesel

tanks and that soldiers were living in tents. Therefore, the terrorists came

with incendiary ammunition. A few items, including arms and ammunition,

recovered from the terrorists had Pakistani markings, which proved that

the terrorists were sent by the ISI.
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 This act of cowardice of Pakistan was deplored by Indian as well

as world leaders. The Uri attack and several other terrorist attacks in India

have undoubtedly proved that Pakistan would continue abetting terrorism

unless India reciprocates it with such force that Pakistan understands that

terrorist attacks are not cost affective.

THE SURGICAL STRIKE
IN POK IS A WELCOME MOVE

In a major departure from its policy of 70 years of not retaliating against

Pakistan-sponsored terrorist attacks, India carried out a pre-emptive covert

counterterrorism surgical strike on September 29 in POK, which destroyed

seven launch pads and exterminated 40 to 45 terrorists of diverse terrorist

outfits. Nine Pakistani army personnel who were the trainers and handlers

of the slain terrorists were also killed.

In the operation, which was directly supervised by National Security

Advisor Ajit Doval and the chief of Indian army General Dalbir Singh

Suhag, more than 200 Indian commandos went 6 to 9 kilometres inside

POK and killed trained terrorists of the LeT and the JeM who were ready

for infiltration. As Pakistanis were confident that Indian troops would not

cross the border, there was no resistance from them and the terrorists as

well as their handling officers were killed like sitting ducks and there was

no casualty to the Indian army.

Pakistan was befuddled and contradictory statements appeared.

Nawaz Sharif termed it as ‘unprovoked and naked aggression’ while a

Pakistani army spokesman mentioned that there was no surgical operation

and it was a routine cross-border firing, which is a regular phenomenon.

Persons from all walks of life in India, excluding a very few leaders of

opposition parties, welcomed the surgical strike as it was a befitting

payback for the Pakistan-sponsored terrorist attacks on the Pathankot

airbase and the Uri army camp.

The surgical strike gave a blunt message that Indian political

leadership is not afraid of Pakistan’s threat of use of nuclear warheads,

it is only a beginning where valiant Indian commandoes attacked the

launching pads and the next target will be training camps deep inside
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POK. India also made it clear that Indian forces attacked terrorist camps

inside POK, which is legally Indian territory but unlawfully occupied by

Pakistan.

The Pakistani chief of army staff General Raheel Sharif is a known

India baiter and has inculcated an image of an aggressive army chief. He

is retiring in November 2016 and will try to avenge the surgical attack but

he has limited options. India has no terrorist bases, hence Pakistani forces

cannot do surgical strikes. If Pakistani forces attack civil or military

installations, it means that they have declared war. The chances of this

are remote.

According to intelligence reports General Sharif has instructed the

ISI to carry out massive terrorist attacks in India as retribution to the

Indian surgical strike of September 29. The ISI would pump in more

terrorists, reactivate its sleeper cells and try to carry out a few terrorist

activities in the festive month of October. Pakistan-supported separatists

would also try to disturb the law and order situation in J&K. Lastly, the

Pakistani army may resort to heavy artillery fire at the border areas, in

which a few innocent civilians would be killed. However, India has taken

precautions for all these eventualities.

THE WAY AHEAD

The state and central governments must plan a long-term strategy to

handle the Kashmir problem. The security agencies must expose the political

leaders who are instigating the youths of Kashmir to pelt stones and

demonstrate against government and security agencies while their own

children are residing comfortably abroad or in safe areas in India. It is a

difficult task as the children and close relatives of the leaders of most of

the political parties are residing in safe havens; hence this move will be

opposed by all.

The most important ingredient of any agitation is finance. In case

of Kashmir, the Pakistan government, ISI-sponsored terrorist organisations

and Kashmiris settled abroad are financing the agitation. Security agencies

must probe and stop the financial assistance. The possibility of the

Pakistani High Commission’s involvement in financing the Kashmir agitation
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cannot be ruled out. The agitators do not talk about development, education

or employment; they converse about a ‘political solution’ to the problem,

which means that they want their leadership to remain intact and the

agitation to continue. The central government erroneously feels that

economic development would solve all the problems, but it is not true.

The secessionist elements supported by Pakistan will keep the pot boiling

unless long-term measures are adopted.

 Compared to other Indian states, J&K receives the highest aid and

grant from the central government. The state receives 10 per cent of the

total central grant, which comes to more than ¹ 90,000 for each Kashmiri,

while in Utter Pradesh, the amount is a meagrely ¹ 4,300 per individual.

Hence economic progress, employment, etc., would not solve the Kashmir

problem. The solution to the problem lies in the restoration of authority

of the state and strict punishment not only to the demonstrators but also

to the instigators.

All political parties in India and Kashmir must stand together to

overcome the present problem, and the agitation should not be used as

a tool to counter the PDP and BJP alliance. The policy planners should

also negotiate with moderate leaders like Karwan-e-Islami chief Ghulam

Rasool Hami and take their help in restoring the law and order situation

in the Valley.

When Pakistan is not adhering to the clauses of the Shimla Agreement

of 1972, India is under no obligation to adhere to the Indus Waters Treaty

of 1960, which was signed by Jawahar Lal Nehru and Ayub Khan in

Karachi and was very unfavourable to India; as per the treaty, 82.5 per

cent of the water was given to Pakistan. Under the Shimla Agreement,

Pakistan agreed that it will not allow terrorist activities in India from

Pakistan. However, at present, Pakistan has waged a low-intensity war

against India. First of all, India should start using its full share of water

which it is entitled to use as per the provisions of the treaty. After utilizing

the full share, India should start reducing the supply of water slowly and

steadily. As the rivers originate from India, it is easier to control their flow.

India can curtail the supply of water, or it can flood some areas in Pakistan.

After every terrorist attack, India should either decrease the supply or if

it is rainy season, should flood a few areas of Pakistan, and India should
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openly declare that the steps were taken in retribution for the terrorist

attacks. This will generate anger and frustration in the masses of Pakistan

already living under great pressure. However, if India wants to control

water, it must build dams so that water can be conserved; empty threats

are counterproductive.

 India accorded the most favoured nation (MFN) status to Pakistan

in 1996, and because of MFN, Pakistan gets several privileges, including

a high import quota and low tariff, but Pakistan has not given the MFN

status to India so far. Now India should also withdraw this privilege.

The people-to-people contact between India and Pakistan has not

worked successfully as far as India is concerned. Pakistan was able to

inculcate a few so-called intellectuals who always speak against Indian

security forces and avoid speaking against Pakistan and forces inimical to

India while Pakistan being a theocratic state, its citizens do not utter a

single word against their country. In this way, Pakistan has created a

lobby in India while there is no support for India in Pakistan. The self-

styled peace lovers visit each other’s country in business class and stay

in seven-star hotels. There is no harm if a meticulous investigation is

conducted to ascertain the real financier of these high-profile visits.

 Several Pakistani singers, actors and actresses work in Bollywood,

earn money and send it to Pakistan. If these Pakistani artists want to work

in India, they should seek asylum and if a few Pakistani artists seek

asylum, India can make a plea internationally that Pakistan is treating its

artists cruelly.

 In case Pakistani artists are not taking any stand against terrorism,

then the Indian film industry must evict these Pakistani artists in retaliation

for Pakistani-sponsored terror attacks. Not only this, Indian viewers should

also stop viewing films in which Pakistani artists are working. As a true

nationalist, every Indian should boycott Pakistani artists as well as Indian

artists who are favouring Pakistani artists.

On the other hand, Indian security agencies must adopt a stringent

policy towards separatists and pro-Pakistani elements. There should be no

negotiation with them, and they should be put behind bars and if rules

permit, they should be put in prisons outside Kashmir. The separatists use

the negotiation time in preparing themselves for another agitation. How
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can there be negotiations with separatists who do not have faith in the

Indian Constitution, burn Indian flags, want to secede from India and

hoist flags of Pakistan or the Islamic State? The separatists want to

destroy the secular fabric of the country and want to impose Nizam-e-

Mustafa first in J&K and then in the whole of India. The separatists want

to close the educational institutions and plan that the masses remain

uneducated so that they can be made fanatics who are ready to die in the

name of Islam. Now the Kashmir problem is directly linked to religion. The

separatists have already evicted Hindus from the Valley, and they also

want to evict Sikhs from Kashmir.

In Kashmir, restoration of normalcy means reinstallation of authority

of the state. The silent majority must feel confident about the law and

order situation in the state, and separatists must be weeded out silently

and methodically. Law and order should be restored by the J&K police

and CRPF. However, the army must be alert to give support in case of any

emergency. Paramilitary forces and the army should also give the healing

touch to the masses by organising medical camps, etc.

Pro-Indian and anti-secessionist forces should launch a campaign

to project that Kashmir is an integral part of India and the future of

Kashmiri youths is with a democratic India instead of a military-ruled

Pakistan. The campaigners should also show the pitiable condition of

residents of Pakistan-occupied Kashmir, Gilgit and Baltistan, as well as the

brutality of the Punjabi-dominated central government on all provinces,

including Balochistan, Sindh and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Urdu-speaking

Muslims who migrated from Uttar Pradesh and Bihar are still known as

Muhajirs (refugees) in Pakistan and have no right in the country of their

migration.

The leaders of political parties, especially of J&K, should publically

condemn stone pelting by Kashmiri masses on the security forces and the

use of innocent children for stone pelting and demonstrations. The elected

members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs) of J&K should take the lead

in contacting the masses and convincing them about the futility of these

demonstrations and strikes.

The BJP-led central government should not deviate from its

fundamental principles like the debate on the utility of Article 370,
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rehabilitation of Kashmiri Pandits, and exploitation of Leh, Ladakh and

Jammu areas by previous governments. Article 370 was imposed as it was

felt that Kashmir will be assimilated in India slowly and Article 370 will be

removed after sometime, but after imposition, it is clear that Article 370 is

a hurdle in the integration of Kashmir and hence genuine efforts should

be made to remove this article.

When pro-India elements failed to raise these issues, Kashmiri

separatists launched a campaign against security agencies for so-called

human rights violations and exploited the killing of Hizbul Mujahideen

commander Burhan Wani in an encounter. The political leaders of Kashmir

are afraid of the masses, and they avoid meeting the public. As a result,

terrorists have got a free hand and the majority of Kashmiris are alienated.

Pakistan was bewildered when Prime Minister Modi raised issues

pertaining to Balochistan, Giligit, Baltistan and POK in his address from

Red Fort on August 15. So far, Pakistan has always used various national

and international forums to accuse Indian security forces of human rights

violations and India has always defensive. The oppressed masses of

Balochistan, Sindh and POK have already started demonstrations in Pakistan

and abroad. Now Pakistan has to defend itself for atrocities committed in

Balochistan, Sindh and POK areas. Indian missions abroad must raise

human rights violations by Pakistan in these areas.

Baloch leader Brahamdagh Khan Bugti, grandson of Akbar Bugti

and founder of Baloch Republican Party, is at present residing in exile in

Switzerland. According to reports, he wants to take asylum in India. Indian

policy planners should assess the influence of Brahamdagh in Balochistan

because India must trouble Pakistan and then only Pakistani rulers would

understand the problem. Several communities, like Sindhis and Pathans,

want to secede from Pakistan while a few communities, like Muhajirs and

Saraikis, want more autonomy. India may assist these communities so that

Pakistan becomes busy in its internal affairs and does not create problems

for neighbouring countries.

A section of Indian media as well as so-called five-star Indian

human rights activists who always blame Indian security agencies for

atrocities but remain calm when terrorists massacre security personnel

should also come forward and blame Pakistan for carrying out the low-
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intensity war against India and the Indian government must continue with

its forceful policies.

The Modi government should continue marginalising Pakistan in

the international arena. The titular Pakistani prime minister Nawaz Sharif

raised the Kashmir issue with full fanfare in the latest annual meeting of

the UN General Assembly and even mentioned Kashmir as an unfulfilled

agenda of the United Nations, but UN secretary general Ban Ki Moon in

his speech included a few important issues, like the problem in Syria and

Palestine, but did not mention Kashmir. Sushma Swaraj, minister of External

Affairs, and Eenam Gambhir, first secretary at the Indian Permanent Mission

in the UNO, forcefully retorted to the speech of Nawaz Sharif and mentioned

that Pakistan is a ‘terrorist state’ and it is using terrorism as a state policy.

Ted Poe and Dana Rohrabacher, both congressmen, have introduced

legislation in the US Congress on September 20 to declare Pakistan as a

terrorist state. It is a great success for the Indian foreign policy. Afghanistan

and Bangladesh openly charged Pakistan with sponsoring terrorism in

their country. Pakistan is also not getting support from Muslim countries.

Pakistan is isolated so much that even Pakistani nationals are accepting

that Pakistan has only China as the friend.

 India should also launch a campaign to prove that Pakistan is a

failed state and India will get support of several countries, including

SAARC countries. Announcement of postponement of the SAARC meeting

is also a big jolt to Pakistan as India, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Bhutan

and Sri Lanka explicitly stated that the atmosphere is not conducive to

attend the SAARC Summit.

India must carry on isolating Pakistan in the world arena. If Pakistan

continues with the low-intensity war, India should also carry on with the

strategy of surgical strikes. India must highlight across the world the

human rights violations perpetrated by Pakistan in Balochistan, Sindh,

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, and Saraikistan and atrocities against the Muhajirs.

India must adopt a stringent policy towards Pakistan as the policy of

nobility and generosity was considered a policy of weakness. However,

India should not deviate from the path of economic progress as in the

end, financial muscle will be most important.
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Will China React to India’s
Concern about Balochistan?

RAMTANU MAITRA

On August 15, India’s seventieth Independence Day, Indian prime

minister Narendra Modi delivered the traditional speech from

the ramparts of Old Delhi’s Red Fort, the seat of power of the

long-gone Mughal Empire. This year’s address caused some flutters

both at home and abroad. One part of the speech, in particular,

was surprising: ‘From the ramparts of the Red Fort, I want to

express my gratitude to some people – the people of Balochistan,

Gilgit and Pakistan-occupied Kashmir – for the way they

wholeheartedly thanked me,’ Prime Minister Modi declared.

Modi’s mention of ‘Gilgit and Pakistan-occupied Kashmir’,

an area India claims as its own but that has remained under

Pakistan’s occupation for almost seven decades, was unexpected,

to say the least; but it was even more startling to hear him

thanking the people of Balochistan, a province in Pakistan

bordering Afghanistan that lies far to the west of India. Days

before, at an all-party meeting on Jammu & Kashmir, Prime

Minister Modi had criticised Pakistan for using ‘oppressive’

methods to undermine the aspirations of many Baloch and

residents of Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK). Some people of

those areas have since expressed gratitude to Modi for speaking

out publicly on their behalf.

As expected, the prime minister’s mention of Gilgit-Baltistan, Pakistan-

occupied Kashmir and Balochistan in his speech drew reactions from the

usual quarters in Pakistan. Islamabad finds the statement intrusive and

has expressed concern since such a statement issued at the highest level

in India could imply that New Delhi is planning to interfere on behalf of
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the ‘dissidents’ and ‘secessionists’ of those areas in the future under the

pretext of putting a stop to Pakistan’s alleged human rights and other

violations against its own people. The worry in Islamabad is ostensibly

whether India is planning to create an ‘East Pakistan-like environment’

that led to the break-up of Pakistan in 1972 and gave birth to Bangladesh.

Since India and Pakistan are not really on talking terms, such concerns on

the part of Pakistan could easily be ignored by New Delhi.

But Modi’s reference to Gilgit and Balochistan has another important

element – a China angle. The China-proposed and China-funded China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) enters Pakistan from China through

Gilgit and then winds its way into, and through, Balochistan to arrive at

its prized destination, the Gwadar Port, situated on Balochistan’s Makran

Coast on the Arabian Sea. The CPEC is not simply an important segment

of Chinese president Xi Jinping’s broader One Belt, One Road (OBOR)

project to link China with the rest of Asia and Europe; it also provides

Beijing a much-sought-after and long-awaited direct route to the Arabian

Sea, the Gulf and the Indian Ocean. It is fair to assume that China feels

deeply obligated to Pakistan for agreeing to build the CPEC and providing

Beijing with such critical trade and geostrategic access to the Arabian Sea.

So far, the powers that be in Beijing have not responded publicly to

Modi’s speech, but one cannot be certain that the subject was not placed

on the table during Prime Minister Modi’s one-on-one talks with President

Xi on the sidelines of the G20 Summit in Hangzhou in early September.

There could be a number of reasons why China has not responded

to the Modi speech. To begin with, both Beijing and New Delhi know

there is a lot more to gain by strengthening their bilateral relations rather

than weakening them by highlighting differences over bilateral issues.

Moreover, no one knows for certain what India could, or would, do in the

future that could be interpreted as an intervention in either Gilgit or

Balochistan.

At this point, the idea of a substantial Indian intervention to set

things right, so to say, in Gilgit or Pakistan-occupied Kashmir or Balochistan

is absurd. The thought that India could covertly stir up human rights

activists in those provinces targeting Pakistan or China, or both, is equally

absurd, considering the risks such acts would entail.
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After all, India is always keen to maintain its reputation in the

international fora as a nonaligned, non-hegemonic, responsible nation

that abhors interference in other countries’ internal affairs. From that

angle, Modi’s statement can be interpreted as just a cautionary note

delivered directly to Pakistan and indirectly to China. Nonetheless, since

the statement was issued in public by no less than the prime minister of

India, on a very special occasion, there is no doubt that both Islamabad

and Beijing have reasons to take serious note; and, if they consider it

necessary, they may act to counter it.

WHAT PROVOKED MODI?

If China feels that Modi is trying to undermine its grand plan, the OBOR,

it has a variety of ways to push back. It could enhance provocations

along the 2,000-plus kilometres (km) of disputed Sino-Indian borders or by

systematically undermining India’s efforts in the international arena to

establish its rightful authority as a global power. As one of the five

permanent members of the United Nations Security Council, China has the

capability to wield significant diplomatic power. However, before trying to

figure out whether Beijing would find it necessary to exercise such powers

to counter Modi’s apparent insinuations or would sit down with Modi to

reach a mutually agreed solution, one needs to explore why Modi chose

at all to bring up Gilgit-Baltistan and Balochistan in his August 15 speech.

The prevailing conditions in India’s north-west make India feel that

despite its somewhat rapid economic growth and securing worldwide

recognition as a major power, at least in the Eurasian region, its physical

security remains vulnerable and this, in turn, poses a threat to its future

security and plans for overall growth. These prevailing conditions include

India’s continuing difficulty in establishing law and order in Kashmir and

its inability to find an effective handle to settle once and for all the seven-

decade-long dispute with an unbending, belligerent Pakistan over the

ownership of Kashmir, while China, a mighty power next door, continues

strengthening its all-weather relationship with Pakistan. New Delhi believes

these to be the prime causes of India’s physical insecurity in the north-

west today and for the foreseeable future. The roadblocks set up by
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Pakistan, with some assistance from China, make it virtually impossible for

India to develop a land corridor to central Asia, and through central Asia

to Russia, Europe and the Middle East, to facilitate economic and other

cooperation with that part of the world.

More specifically, here are some of the possible explanations why

Prime Minister Modi went out of his way to refer to Gilgit-Baltistan, PoK

and Balochistan in his Independence Day speech:

a) The inability to maintain peace in the Valley of Kashmir has long

frustrated Indian authorities, and instability in this part of Kashmir

continues, with no end in sight yet. Although the Kashmir situation

is no worse today than it has been in recent years, India has not

been able to find a way to improve it significantly. The August 15

references to PoK and Gilgit-Baltistan reflect that.

b) As Kashmiri insurgents and dissidents draw succour mainly from

Pakistan, by issuing the statement, Modi could be telling Pakistan

that India is ready to engage in tit-for-tat measures in Balochistan

and/or Gilgit-Baltistan. In both Gilgit-Baltistan and Balochistan,

Pakistan faces widespread dissidence, although not much of it has

been exposed internationally.

c) The speech could also be meant for China. Gilgit, the territory

through which the CPEC enters the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, is

a part of Kashmir that has remained under Pakistani occupation.

India claims that by planning to bring the CPEC to Pakistan through

Gilgit, China is running the CPEC through Indian territory illegally

occupied by Pakistan, without seeking India’s consent. Minimally,

New Delhi wants China to consult the neighbour with whom it

shares long contiguous borders before moving ahead unilaterally

with this project, being fully aware of the political and strategic

complexities. Not doing so is, in fact, snubbing India openly.

d) In addition to letting Islamabad know that India is ready to take

measures in Balochistan and/or Gilgit-Baltistan because of Pakistan’s

decades-old involvement in supporting terrorists against India in

the Kashmir Valley, New Delhi is aware that China, from its own

perspective, considers access to Gwadar Port an extremely valuable

objective. By expressing concern for anti-Pakistan dissident Balochs,
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who oppose the CPEC in general, Modi is probably signalling China,

as well, that it ought not count its chickens before the eggs are

hatched.

China’s focus on developing, and controlling, Gwadar Port makes it clear

that it is considered a very important element in President Xi’s OBOR.

China has spent billions of dollars to develop the port; in 2013, China

Overseas Ports took over control of the port’s development from Singapore’s

PSA Corporation Ltd. under a deal assigning ownership of the facilities

to Pakistan, with the Chinese firm as the long-term operator.1 In November

2015, the Chinese government acquired rights to more than 2,000 acres of

land adjacent to Gwadar Port for industrial development.2 China Overseas

Ports is expected to use the land for terminal operations, marine services,

a free trade area and an airport.3

WHAT COULD WORRY CHINA?

Setting aside how Pakistani authorities might respond to Modi’s message,

China’s potential response is important because despite many on-the-

ground, issue-based differences, China and India are both stalwarts of the

new world economic and security order that has begun to emerge since

the beginning of this millennium. With the gradual weakening of the West

and the rise of the economic and military power of both China and India,

their geopolitical influence, in conjunction with Russia, has risen in the

Eurasian region. China and India, in particular, are the fastest-growing

large economies, and both are expected to play a major role in the five-

nation Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS).

The BRICS grouping is keen to introduce a world order prioritising

transport infrastructure, energy and industrial development, along with

education, health and cultural aspects, as the path to overcome the abysmal

poverty in the countries that were once colonised and brutalised by the

West. The China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) was

established to lend money to economically weak nations to help build up

their infrastructure. Although the AIIB’s capitalisation is very small

compared to today’s needs, it is evident that strong growth among the
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BRICS, in which China and India are the most dynamic forces, could lead

to accomplishing that objective in the future. In addition, China, Russia,

India and Pakistan, as well, along with the central Asian nations, are full

members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), a group whose

prime objective is to ensure security in the Eurasian landmass.

Thus, looking at the larger canvas, it becomes evident that China

and India need to join hands to achieve the objectives set forth by the

BRICS, AIIB and SCO. Yet that does not imply that differences on bilateral

issues between these two key nations that could affect each nation’s own

interest will be ignored or grossly compromised. China may read Modi’s

statement as yet another such issue-related difference with India in their

complex bilateral relations. Since Beijing has not responded officially,

although state-owned Chinese media have issued some remarks, it is not

altogether unlikely that China considers Modi’s statement as another

wrinkle in their bilateral relations that needs to be sorted out mutually.

The issue then: Will China work towards resolving India’s concern through

mutual understanding and agreement, or will China push through its

proposed CPEC, crooning like Sinatra, ‘I did it my way’?

THE CPEC

The stakes are very high for China to make the CPEC operational. When

fully complete, the CPEC will enable Pakistan to launch an overall nationwide

development, which China claims will help make Pakistan stable and secure.

Pakistan’s biggest shortcoming after almost 70 years of its existence has

been its inability, if not the downright unwillingness of its authorities, to

carry out even nominal development of the western and southern parts

constituting the Northern Area, Khyber-Pakhtoonkhwa and Balochistan

provinces. Much of Sindh province’s rural areas have also undergone

little agro-industrial development during this period.

Under the CPEC, China will invest $33.8 billion in thermal, nuclear,

solar and wind power generation facilities and projects to overcome

Pakistan’s energy shortages. Completion of these projects during the 15

years of CPEC development will ensure the country’s economic growth,
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with tangible economic benefits derived from subsequent agro-industrial

developments.

The second aspect of the CPEC that will open up economic

development prospects in Pakistan significantly is the connectivity within

the country it will provide. This is a critical element, not only for Pakistan’s

future internal development but also to ensure the blossoming of a network

of trade routes between China, Pakistan, Central Asia and Iran by land and

through Gwadar Port by sea.

Since the CPEC’s prime objective is to enter Pakistan in the north

through the Khunjerab Pass into Gilgit-Baltistan and move southward to

Balochistan’s Gwadar Port, winding its way through northern Punjab,

Khyber Pakhtoonkhwa and Balochistan, priority has been laid on building

a 392-km motorway between Sukkur in Sindh province in the south and

Multan in Punjab province in the north. Recently, China State Construction

Engineering Corporation (CSCEC) signed a $2.89 billion contract to officially

launch the construction of the motorway, which is expected to improve

transport conditions for the most populous and developed regions in

Pakistan. When constructed, this stretch of the motorway will become part

of the much longer Karachi–Peshawar motorway, a key part of CPEC.

Another aspect of the CPEC will involve upgrading Pakistan’s now-

rickety railroads.4 Among the projects identified is a new railway track

from Gwadar to Quetta and Jacobabad via Besima – all located in Pakistan’s

southwestern Balochistan province.5 In addition, some 560 km of railway

track will be laid from Bostan, north of Quetta, to Kotla Jam in Punjab, via

Zhob and Dera Ismail Khan in Khyber Pakhtoonkhwa, while 682 km of

track will be laid from Havelian, south of Abbottabad in Punjab, to Khunjrab,

on the China-Pakistan border, on the way to Kashgar in China’s Xinjian

province.6

Also on the agenda is the upgrade of 1,872 km of railway track from

Karachi to Peshawar via Kotri, Multan, Lahore and Rawalpindi and another

1,254 km of railway track from Kotri in Sindh to Attock City, in Punjab

close to Islamabad, via Dadu, Larkana, Jacobabad, Dera Ghazi Khan, Bhakkar

and Kundian.7

Established transport connectivity with China, as well as much

better connectivity within Pakistan and enhancement of the country’s
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power generation capacity, will open up opportunities for Islamabad to

develop CPEC-driven agro-industrial economic corridors. This is what

Pakistan expects from the CPEC, and any effort by India to undermine this

potential windfall will understandably be strongly resented by the powers

that be in Islamabad.

CHINA, CPEC AND INDIA

For China, CPEC enables outreach to a part of the world to which it does

not have access. Completion of the western part of the CPEC, running

north–south through Khyber-Pakhtoonkhwa and Balochistan, will open

up the way for China to develop transport spurs to connect the economic

corridor with Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan and beyond, in central Asia.

More importantly, perhaps, through access to the Arabian Seas, CPEC will

enable China to link up with its Maritime Silk Road program that runs right

through the Indian Ocean.

Chinese analysts have noted with chagrin that India is not

supportive of the CPEC. Following Chinese foreign minister Wang Yi’s

visit to New Delhi and his meeting with External Affairs Minister Sushma

Swaraj on August 13, the Indian media reported that Swaraj had expressed

India’s discomfort with the CPEC. In response to that report, Hu Weijia,

a reporter with the Global Times, wrote: ‘It is regrettable to see CPEC

become another unharmonious factor in Sino-Indian ties, but China is

unlikely to give up on the idea of CPEC because of India’s protest. In fact,

the economic corridor, linking Northwest China’s Xinjiang Uyghur

Autonomous Region to Gwadar Port in southwestern Pakistan, does not

target any third party, India included. Given that China has developed

close economic ties with both India and Pakistan in recent years, Beijing

is unlikely to be interested in taking a side between the two countries.’8

In other words, Hu claims CPEC is strategically a vital project for Beijing

and China is not going to give up the project.

A recent statement by Hu Shisheng, director of the Institute of

South and Southeast Asian and Oceanian Studies at the China Institutes

of Contemporary International Relations, affiliated to the Chinese Foreign

Ministry, is indicative of the Chinese commitment to the CPEC. ‘My personal
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view is that if India is adamant and if Indian factor is found by China or

Pakistan in disrupting the process of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor,

if that becomes a reality, it will really become a disturbance to China-India

relations, India-Pakistan relations,’9 Hu told the Press Trust of India in

New Delhi. ‘If that happens, China and Pakistan could have no other way

but take united steps. I want to say that the Pakistan factor could surge

again to become the most disturbing factor in China-India relations, even

more than the Tibet, border and trade imbalance issues,’10 he added.

Hu could be speaking on behalf of at least some among the powers

that be in Beijing, reflecting the fallout following the Indian prime minister’s

seemingly calculating statement on Independence Day.

It is true that India has said nothing positive about the CPEC.

Nonetheless, New Delhi has also been careful to make sure Modi’s cabinet

members do not make any untoward public statement denouncing the

CPEC as a project to undermine India. Such statements would not solve

anything other than embittering Sino-Indian relations, which both sides

have carefully nurtured over the years to make the relationship increasingly

functional.

Other than the Global Times report, the subject of Chinese reactions

to India’s virtually negative response to CPEC has been kept under a lid

in India. Earlier, however, a central Asia-Caucasus Institute (CACI) analyst,

Sudha Ramchandran, pointed out in a 2015 article that ‘during a visit to

China in May, India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi is reported to have

raised “very strongly” India’s reservations regarding CPEC. He is said to

have told the Chinese leadership that the project is “unacceptable” to

India’.11

Nonetheless, China’s response to Modi’s statement, which might

have been interpreted as a threat in Beijing to disrupt the CPEC in the

future, is yet to be heard.

A GEOPOLITICAL CONUNDRUM: GILGIT-BALTISTAN

The CPEC enters Pakistan from China through the Gilgit-Baltistan region,

which is part of the old state of Jammu & Kashmir, a state whose ownership

India has valid reasons to claim. Yet that part of the state remains under
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Pakistan’s occupation. Islamabad has continued to claim the entire state

of Jammu & Kashmir for obtuse reasons for almost seven decades and is

in possession of almost a third of the state.

Instead of integrating the residents of Gilgit-Baltistan as citizens,

Islamabad has accepted them into Pakistan only for administrative control.12

Pakistan is now in a quandary over how to deal with this problem.13 While

Pakistan cannot make Gilgit-Baltistan a province – lest it contradicts its

longstanding claim to Jammu & Kashmir as a whole, and thereby sacrifice

assured votes if the promised plebiscite to determine whether Jammu &

Kashmir belongs to Pakistan or India should ever take place – that is what

most local residents demand.14 ‘Gilgit-Baltistan has been under Pakistani

control since the founding of Pakistan in 1947. India has objected to

Pakistan’s moves to assert ownership or consolidate control over what it

considers Indian territory under Pakistani occupation.’15

Besides being aware of the history, China is also aware that there

is opposition currently within Gilgit-Baltistan to allowing the CPEC to run

through the area. Recent news reports indicate protesters took to the

streets in the Gilgit-Baltistan region of Pakistan-occupied Kashmir against

human rights abuses and a crackdown by the Pakistani security forces.16

More than 500 youth, including Gilgit’s top political activist Baba Jan,

were taken into custody by Pakistani security forces.17 Angry protesters

said the young men were imprisoned for demanding political rights and

asking the Pakistani army to leave Gilgit’s soil.18 They had raised ‘anti-

Pakistan’ slogans and taken to the streets in Astore, Diamer and Hunza

of the Gilgit-Baltistan region, the only Shia-dominated area in Sunni-

dominated Pakistan, in protest against the CPEC, which they said would

only benefit China and Pakistan’s Punjabi traders.19

BALOCHISTAN: A DIFFERENT PROBLEM

Although Modi’s mention of Balochistan on August 15 caused a stir,

Pakistan has long pointed its finger at India for the problems Islamabad

has faced over the years there. For decades, Pakistan has accused India

of involvement with Baloch secessionists to undermine Islamabad’s control

over the province. Pakistan has also charged that India’s growing diplomatic,
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economic and future arms-related agreements with Kabul indicate that

India is strengthening its covert operations in Balochistan. Recently, Pakistan

highlighted its detention of a retired Indian military man in Balochistan,

claiming that the individual was helping to carry out anti-Pakistan activities

on behalf of the dissident Balochs. India has assiduously denied all such

accusations.

Even the brutal Shia killings that have been going on for years in

Balochistan, particularly in the Baloch-minority Quetta, capital of the

province, are often attributed to India, despite the fact that they are

claimed by Pakistan’s Sunni terrorist group Lashkar-e-Jhangvi, which works

hand in glove with Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI). For instance,

while pointing out that such incidents had occurred earlier, a May 2015

op-ed in the Express Tribune [a Pakistani daily], describing a brutal massacre

of 20 non-Baloch labourers the month before, included a sentence: ‘Such

killings have mostly been claimed by the Baloch Liberation Army (BLA),

which is believed to be an Indian proxy.’20 The op-ed went on to note: ‘In

2009, the former Interior Minister Rehman Malik had told the Senate that

“India is involved in Balochistan unrest through BLA, which was

established with the blessings of the defunct USSR during the Afghan war

in the 1970s”.’21 Following the April 2015 killing, the op-ed continued,

‘Balochistan Home Minister Sarfaraz Bugti raised his accusing fingers

towards India’s RAW for supporting separatists to massacre people on

ethnic lines in the province.’22

The same op-ed then proceeded to attribute India’s ‘deep-rooted

involvement in Balochistan’ to the CPEC: ‘India, which has ambitions of

dominating the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean, is upset over China’s

growing stakes in the Gwadar port. A fully-developed and functional

Gwadar port near the Strait of Hormuz enables China to frustrate India’s

dream of dominating regional waterways. New Delhi feels that the Gwadar

port would have serious strategic implications for India. It perceives that

it would empower Pakistan to control strategically important energy sea-

lanes on the Persian Gulf, while India controls no choke-points on the

coastline of the subcontinent through which international shipping may

pass. India sees Chinese involvement in Gwadar with suspicion and believes
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that China wants to set up bases and outposts across the globe to

monitor and safeguard energy flows.’23

Despite India’s denials of involvement, New Delhi has long had

reason to be concerned about Pakistan’s policies towards the Baloch

people. Balochistan has a population close to 13 million, of which the

Baloch and Brohi tribes comprise 50 per cent, and the rest are mainly

Pushtuns, Hazaras and Sindhis. But what exactly the line of communication

is and how such communication is executed between New Delhi and the

Baloch dissidents is not known, if indeed such interactions exist.

Pakistani policy not only alienated the Baloch from Islamabad but

seriously complicated the Afghan crisis. Decades ago, Afghan-Pushtun,

an important faction of the Afghan Taliban, established an operational

base in Balochistan, allegedly with the help of Pakistan’s ISI. Besides

using the base to carry out operations against the Afghan government,

undermining Kabul’s control over southern Afghanistan, in particular,

these Sunni Afghan-Pushtuns are reportedly violently hostile to the Baloch

clans.

BALOCHISTAN IS PAKISTAN’S PROBLEM

The historical reality of Balochistan’s problems is quite different from

what Pakistan claims, and there is no reason for Beijing not to be aware

of this. In an article published by the Afghan Analysts Network (AAN),

Ann Wilkens describes the different aspects of the problem

comprehensively. Here is what she says about human rights issues: ‘Among

the Pakistanis who have “disappeared”’ during recent years, presumably

after having been abducted by the security forces, young Baloch nationalists

form a distinct and particularly recurrent group. Many of them have later

turned up as corpses by the roadside bearing marks of torture. Despite

attempts by various organizations, including Pakistan’s Supreme Court, to

map the disappearances and end the impunity surrounding them, no clarity

has been achieved and bereaved families are still looking for closure.

Accordingly, the number of victims cited in this context differs widely,

from the tens to the ten thousands — it should be safe to say that at least

hundreds of Baloch have disappeared in this way.
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‘The conflict between Baloch nationalists and the Pakistani state

aside, the continuing turmoil and lack of strong governance in a multi-

ethnic setting has brought a wider range of serious crimes against human

rights, as well as a high level of criminal activity, both of which add to

the difficulties faced by civilians trying to build a decent life. Various

actors are contributing to this sad state of affairs, sometimes reflecting

conflicts of interest between different population groups, and sometimes

lending themselves to exploitation by, for instance, anti-state militants

and/or perpetrators of sectarian violence. Punjabi settlers in the province,

in many cases going back several generations, have been targeted by

Baloch nationalists, leading to the exodus of a relatively well-educated

segment of the population. The Hazara Shia population in Quetta has also

been particularly targeted, through a series of sectarian bomb attacks

leading to hundreds of casualties.’24

The reason the Baloch did not fully embrace Pakistan is based on

historical factors going back seven decades. Wilkens states: ‘The imposition

of military rule in Pakistan on 6 October 1958, when General Ayub Khan

took over the country as Chief Martial Law Administrator, again exacerbated

the situation in Balochistan, where tribesmen refused to turn in their

weapons at the local police stations. The following scheme of assembling

all of West Pakistan into “one unit” (as opposed to East Pakistan, later

Bangladesh) was bitterly opposed until 1960, when the rebels thought

they had negotiated an exception to this policy, as well as safe conduct

and amnesty for themselves. Instead, they were arrested and seven of

them executed. This did not end the opposition to Ayub Khan’s

centralization efforts and a third round of conflict characterized the latter

part of the 1960s.

‘In 1973, again as a reaction to the thwarting of provincial autonomy,

after the loss of Bangladesh, Pakistan’s President Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto

wanted to strengthen centralized rule in what was left of the country. He

was also under pressure from the Iranian government, which feared that

its Baloch province might be drawn into a movement towards strengthened

indigenous rule in Pakistan’s Balochistan. On a flimsy pretext, Bhutto

dismissed the elected provincial government and used the ensuing calls

for secession as an excuse to send in the army. The armed clashes peaked
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in the winter of 1974-75, but did not cease until three years later, when

Bhutto was overthrown by General Zia ul-Haq, who again imposed military

rule but at the same time tried to restore peace in Balochistan through

political and economic means. Accordingly, there has been no consistent

and direct link between military rule in Pakistan and active conflict in

Balochistan. Rather, disregard for Baloch sensitivities has run through

Pakistan´s short history, under various rulers.’25

Bringing it up to the present, Wilkens states: ‘[A]nd still ongoing,

Baloch uprising started in 2004, during the military rule of General Pervez

Musharraf. While the Marri and Mengal tribes had been at the center of

previous rebellions, this time it was the Bugti tribe that led the uprising

and was subsequently targeted. On 26 August 2006, Nawab Akbar Bugti,

who besides leading the Bugti tribe had also served as both governor

(1973-74) and chief minister (1989-90) of Balochistan, was killed in a clash

with the army at his hideout in the hills in north-eastern Balochistan. This

provided the nationalist rebels with a martyr of renown beyond the

province.’26

CONCLUSION

While it is unlikely that India will get involved in either Gilgit-Baltistan or

Balochistan directly, or even indirectly, New Delhi has certainly developed

enough clout worldwide to bring the issues that trouble Balochistan and

Gilgit-Baltistan under international scrutiny. Just because Afghanistan is

a gateway to both central Asia and the Middle East, and its decades-long

instability has drawn in many nations, troubles in Balochistan caused by

Islamabad could increasingly attract an international spotlight. That itself

would inspire the Baloch dissidents to become more boisterous, causing

problems to the smooth construction and running of the CPEC. China

cannot ignore that reality.

In the final analysis, the bilateral relationship between India and

China is of vital importance, not only for each nation, but also because

of the new economic and financial institutions that China and India, along

with Russia and some other major nations, plan to develop. Both China

and India were key in the formation of the BRICS, AIIB and SCO, institutions
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designed to develop an economic and financial system, parallel to what

the West set up following World War II, to meet the needs and requirements

of the colonised nations of the past. China’s planned OBOR is a step in

the right direction, but it cannot be implemented without adequate

consultations among and input from the countries affected, including the

neighbouring countries in the region.

The CPEC is not merely a transport corridor between China and

Pakistan. It affects the region. In that context, all the BRICS and SCO

nations must acknowledge the fact that developmental policies cannot be

put in place while terrorists roam free and the conflicts that draw countries

across borders – such as in the case of Kashmir, Balochistan, Afghanistan

et al. – continue to fester, if not grow. The prime responsibility of major

nations in the region, China and India in this case, will be to work out a

modus operandi to tackle the menace of terrorism and engage all those

countries who are affected by it now or worried about being on the next

line of terrorist attacks.
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The Islamic State; Challenges
Before Regional and World Powers

ALOK KUMAR GUPTA

Afghanistan has been a conflict-ridden country for long. It is

presently being governed by a duly elected government; yet it

seems to be ridden with an ongoing civil war. This ongoing civil

war seems to be getting further protracted with the entry of a

new force. The conflict does not seem to be winding down, as

some believe, but escalating, with disturbing consequences for

the human rights situation in the country. The government officials

and analysts were sceptical till a year ago about the spread of

the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) from its bastions

in the Middle East to the Af-Pak region. It is spreading fast in

Afghanistan though slower in Pakistan. The dimensions of conflict

have changed now: the first party is, of course, the government

of Afghanistan, duly elected by its people, which is trying to

consolidate itself and establish its control over all the provinces

and the entire territory to make its sovereignty meaningful; the

second is the Taliban, which was de-seated by US-led

multinational forces in the aftermath of the 9/11 attack on the

US by al-Qaeda and is now making all efforts to regain its lost

territory and enter into the mainstream of Afghanistan’s politics

on its own terms and conditions; the third is the new entrant

ISIL1, with its aim of realising its avowed establishment of ISIL-

Khorasan2 (ISIL-K) in the Af-Pak region. Despite the never-

ending civil war, the consensus among the erstwhile warring

parties was that there was no room for a new entrant, particularly

one as unwelcome to all the existing warring parties: the Afghan

government, US-led NATO forces and, in particular, the insurgent

Taliban.3 However, the fact remains that ISIL now has made its
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presence felt and has started asserting itself in the region and

its presence in the region is being reckoned with. The spate of

recent attacks and related activities in the Af-Pak region speaks

volume about the advent of ISIL in the region. This author thus

intends to examine the reasons for its inroads into the said

region and imperatives for the regional and world community in

the wake of its increasing activities.

ADVENT OF ISIL IN THE AF-PAK REGION

The first traces of ISIL were noticed in the initial reports on ISIL in 2014,

when it was making attempts to extend its activities to Afghanistan and

the so-called masked men started appearing in the province of Kunar. At

that time, nobody could have thought those were actual supporters of

ISIL since they were mistaken for Pakistani Secret Service officers, who

used to train Taliban fighters. However, it did not take long before the

activities of armed men under the black flag became more vicious and

apparent. In 2015, a spokesperson for ISIL’s leader Abu Muhammad Al

Adnani released a video message that announced the creation of the

province of Khorasan of the Islamic State, which should have absorbed

Afghanistan, Pakistan and certain areas of India, Iran and China.4 Thus

came the ISIL-Khorasan first in words and now in deeds.

The ISIL-Khorasan wilayah5 is a branch of the militant Islamist

group ISIL, which commenced its activities in Syria and Iraq and is now

active in Afghanistan and Pakistan. As mentioned above, ISIL announced

the group’s formation in January 2015 and appointed Hafiz Saeed Khan as

its leader.6 The Khorasan group’s area of operation also includes other

parts of South Asia.7 Hafiz Saeed Khan, Abdul Rauf8 and other militants

in the Af-Pak region swore an oath of allegiance to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi

on 29 January 2015. Khan was subsequently named as the wali (governor)

of a new branch in Afghanistan and Pakistan called Khorasan province,

named after the historical Khorasan region.9 In late 2015, ISIL began

broadcasting Pashto language radio in Nangarhar province, later adding

content in Dari.10 It soon started making deep inroads into Afghanistan.
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However, the road to Afghanistan does not seem to be that easy

for ISIL as it will have to face resistance on two fronts: the first is the

Taliban, which has been an equally dreaded terrorist organisation in the

past and has the experience of ruling over Afghanistan for quite a

substantial period of time, and the second is the Afghan government

itself, which is trying to consolidate its new-found sovereignty in the

securest of the ways.11 It has already suffered heavy losses and reversals

in the year 2016, losing control of much of its territory in Nangarhar

province. It was driven out of Achin and Shinwar districts following a

military operation12 by Afghan Security Forces, while clashes with the

Taliban led to them being driven out of Batikot and Chaparhar districts.13

Therefore, ISIL is facing a tough challenge towards setting and

strengthening its foothold within the Af-Pak region.

Presently, ISIS-K stronghold has been identified in Nangarhar

province, which lies along the Pakistan border. The group is also operating

in neighbouring Kunar and Nuristan provinces, which also sit on the

Afghanistan border with Pakistan.14 Nangarhar is one of the 404 districts

in Afghanistan.15 While the group managed to establish a foothold in

Afghanistan, it has had less success in Pakistan, largely carrying out

isolated, small-scale attacks.16 However, a significant number of reports

are available by now which suggest that ISIL militants who infiltrated the

Af-Pak region are now engaged in recruiting locals, spreading radical

propaganda and establishing training camps. Slowly and gradually, former

members of the Taliban are pledging their allegiance to ISIL in southern

provinces of the country.17

When ISIL attempted to establish itself in southern Afghanistan,

especially in Kandahar and Helmand provinces, it was resisted by Taliban

forces.18 But ISIL was able to establish a foothold in parts of Nangarhar

and recruited disaffected members of the Taliban.19 In August 2015, the

Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan leader Usman Ghazi swore allegiance to

ISIL and announced that the group should be considered part of Wilayah

Khorasan.20 ISIL thus has found its feet in Afghanistan since 2015 and has

gathered the remnants of the Pakistani Taliban and various al-Qaeda affiliates

who operated in north Waziristan. Analysts say ISIL is a serious challenger

for control of Nangarhar province to both the Taliban and the government
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security forces. As stated above, the group has suffered substantial

reversals in 2016, losing control of its territory in the wake of attacks from

US forces, the Afghan government21 and the Taliban.22

Since its inception, ISIL-K has carried out suicide bombings, small

arms attacks and kidnappings in eastern Afghanistan against civilians and

Afghan National Security Force (ANSF) and defence forces and has also

claimed responsibility for May 2015 and July 2016 attacks on civilians in

Karachi (Pakistan), Quetta (Pakistan) and Bamiyan (Afghanistan)

respectively.23 Massacre of the local population has been a major trademark

of this Islamist group as it gives them coverage in international media.

They use ruthless methods of demanding obedience, like they have been

doing in Iraq and Syria, which led to a massive exodus of the local

population. According to newspaper reports, Afghan security forces are

losing up to 500 soldiers monthly in different parts of the country due to

terrorist activities.24 ISIL has not only ambushed Afghan government

forces, Taliban patrols and local warlords but also ambushed and killed

several members of the Red Crescent and Medicines Sans Frontiers, the

Afghan police and the tribal militia.

PROJECTED STRENGTH OF ISIL-KHORASAN

It is very difficult to be specific about the strength of ISIS fighters and

affiliates active in different parts of the world. It becomes further difficult

to assess the strength of a terrorist group in a new area of operation.

Therefore, there are estimates and one has to rely on the same to gauge

the strength of the terrorist forces. According to Russian and US estimates,

the strength of ISIL-Khorasan is no more than 3,500 fighters25, and it is

certainly in no position to create a territorial caliphate in Afghanistan.

They may not be many in comparison to the Taliban’s estimated 30,000 to

40,000 fighters, but the numbers are misleading. Most of Afghanistan is

described by military analysts as ‘uncontested’ territory. That is precisely

why Pakistani militants, in tactical alliance with ISIL-Khorasan, have been

able to seize territory in eastern provinces previously assumed to be

Taliban friendly.26 According to some reports, ISIL is mainly made up of

foreigners: Chechens, Uzbeks, Pakistanis, Afghans and Arabs. They are
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rich and have a lot of money, with links to al-Baghdadi, their leader. The

connection is through Arab sheikhs in the Gulf.27 According to a UN

report, up to 70 ISIL fighters arrived from Iraq and Syria to form the core

of the group in Afghanistan.28 Therefore, as stated above, there are no

exact figures regarding the strength of ISIL fighters and officers in the

region and how they are organised. There are only estimates that range

from 1,000 to 3,500, all inclusive. Nevertheless, it is enough to indicate its

minuscule presence in the Af-Pak region. Yet, it is an organisation to be

reckoned with given its ruthlessness and modus operandi. If it is allowed

to sustain and survive, it will soon get entrenched in the region and one

can only imagine the social, political and cultural consequences of its

adventures.

OFFENSIVE OPERATION
OF ISIL IN THE AF-PAK REGION

The ISIS organised and later took responsibility for the twin blasts that

took place in Kabul on 23 July 2016, in which 80 people died and over 260

were injured.29 This suggests that the Afghan conflict has been escalated

by the Islamic State even though the Taliban has remained active in

Afghanistan. The blast sent a clear message that ISIS is now a force to

reckon with in Afghanistan. The ISIS has built a considerable presence in

eastern Afghanistan. It has been operating largely from the chaotic

Nangarhar province, as stated above. It has been stoking sectarian violence

in Afghanistan. It is believed that the bloody episodes that victimised

ethnic minority groups and the hostage taking in both countries were

carried out by ISIL fighters.30

Pakistan’s director general of the Intelligence Bureau (IB), Aftab

Sultan, made a remark in the media that ISIL has emerged as a challenge

in Pakistan since the militant groups, particularly Sipah-i-Sahaba and

Lashkar-i-Jhangvi, have a soft corner for it. He also mentioned that though

ISIL and the Afghan-Taliban were in conflict, the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan

(TTP) coordinated with it. The fact remains that this remark was made in

spite of the denial made by the interior ministry of Pakistan that there is

any emergence of ISIL in Pakistan. Sultan claimed that the IB had busted
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a big ISIL network after several members reached Punjab following Karachi’s

Safoora Goth carnage in May 2015. He held the banned TTP responsible

for major terror incidents in Pakistan and said that the group had been

realigning with Lashkar-i-Jhangvi and Sipah-i-Sahaba.31 This makes it

obvious that Pakistan is home to several smaller terrorist organisations

which are vulnerable enough to manipulation for an alliance and merger

at the hands of ISIL, given its resources and reach. ISIL is taking good

advantage of the existing situations and discontented elements in the

form of insurgent groups both within Pakistan and Afghanistan.

Pakistan is infested with terrorist organisations of different hues in

such a fashion that it is next to impossible to ascertain with any surety

as to which organisation is active in what manner and in which area of

Pakistan. This became more obvious on 8 August 2016, when a suicide

bomber struck a crowd of 200 people who had gathered at the civil

hospital in Balochistan’s provincial32 capital, Quetta, after the fatal shooting

of a senior local lawyer.33

More than 100 were wounded in the attack and about 70 people

were killed. The interesting part of the episode was that a faction of the

Pakistani Taliban, Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, claimed responsibility for the attack

and vowed to carry out more attacks until the imposition of Islamic system

in Pakistan. The group had also claimed the attack in a crowded Lahore

park that killed 75 people on Easter Sunday in March 2016.34 However,

soon the Islamic State also claimed responsibility for the attack in Quetta.

The IS-linked Amaq news agency was the source of such a claim, which

stated that the blast was executed by one of its suicide bombers. Therefore,

both the Islamic State and a faction of the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan

claimed responsibility for the same event. Jamaat-ul-Ahrar is a faction of

the TTP.35 It is important to understand here that Quetta has long been

regarded as a base for the Afghan-Taliban, whose leadership has regularly

held meetings there in the past. In May 2016, Afghan-Taliban leader

Mullah Akhtar Mansour was killed by a US drone strike while travelling

to Quetta from the Pakistan-Iran border.36 This establishes the fact that

Quetta indeed has been a base for Afghan-Taliban.

Therefore, both in Afghanistan and Pakistan, Taliban is far more

entrenched in terms of its base and outreach but is successively being
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challenged by the Islamic State. Accordingly, the conflict between the two

organisations is becoming increasingly obvious with each successive

blast, with the most recent one in Quetta revealing the truth about the

conflict more vigorously. Accordingly, the Af-Pak region is getting

transformed into a ‘Zone of Chaos’ on account of the advent of ISIS and

the presence of the Taliban. It may continue to present a situation of utter

confusion till the Taliban’s different factions of the Af-Pak region are

subsumed by the IS. Decimation of the IS technically as well as practically

speaking would be next to impossible.

THE ISIL IN AFGHANISTAN –
WHAT MADE IT POSSIBLE?

Many things made it possible. The first is that groups like ISIL are most

comfortable amidst chaos. ISIL has exploited the post-war chaos in Iraq

and the civil war uncertainty in Syria. Afghanistan falls into the same

category. The civil war has substantially weakened the post-Taliban state

building in Afghanistan, leaving several regions, particularly the

mountainous areas along the Pakistan border, beyond the control of the

government. Unsurprisingly, it is one such district that the IS has found

a foothold in. Afghanistan in particular, and the Af-Pak region in general,

is thus a potential area for expansion for ISIL.

Secondly, ISIL is facing increasingly tough situations and pressure

in Iraq and Syria in the wake of sustained attacks by, variously, the US,

Kurdish groups and the Iraqi and Syrian national armies. Russian attacks

further contributed towards weakening of ISIL. The IS thus, has been

consistently losing its ground and territory and has lost substantially

during the last one year (2015–2016). It has also lost thousands of fighters,

forcing the leadership to look for other countries, especially Libya and

Afghanistan.37 This was precisely for new recruits and resources to sustain

their campaign and activity along with future expansion as well as for the

realisation of the dream of an Islamic caliphate.

Thirdly, ISIS is a Sunni Muslim–dominated terrorist organisation

which considers Shias as its enemies. Therefore, the targets of the blasts

of July 2016 were the Hazaras. The Hazaras are the third largest ethnic
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group in Afghanistan, which is mainly Shia. The IS attack on Hazaras

seems to be to whip up sectarian passions. Notably in Iraq and Syria, the

IS has exploited the Shia-Sunni rivalry to win the support of the Sunnis

particularly, to whip up sectarian passions. This is a dangerous game that

even the Taliban has largely stayed away from in Afghanistan. Even

though the Hazaras were persecuted under the Taliban and al-Qaeda in the

1990s, the Afghan civil war did not turn sectarian like the conflicts in Syria

and Iraq. ISIL is trying to change this equation because only then can it

hope to spread its Sunni fundamentalist ideology to the Afghans.38

Therefore, the demographic character of Afghanistan is a favourable turf

for ISIL to achieve success.

The fourth is that the president of Afghanistan, Ashraf Ghani, is a

Pashtun and they are Sunni Muslims. Therefore, the IS may have been

thinking that it would be tough for a Pashtun president to come down

hard on the Sunni IS as he may suffer a backlash within his own party

as well as within the country. The ethnic divide in Afghanistan becomes

more obvious from the fact that Hazara leaders lashed out at the Pashtun

president, calling the decision of re-routing the power line and not through

their electricity-starved areas as prejudiced against the Hazaras39, a

community that has suffered a long history of oppression, as stated

earlier. This again makes it obvious the existing animosities and

dissatisfaction within the communities that could be exploited by ISIL.

The fifth is that Afghanistan is a Sunni-majority country. Such

attacks highlight the risk of sectarian disharmony in a nation that has

largely avoided the bloody strife between Sunnis and Shias that plagues

much of the Muslim world. The harmony thus far and the risk of disharmony

in the future become obvious from the quick response of the Afghan

president Mr. Ghani in the immediate aftermath of the July 2016 blast: ‘I

promise you that I will avenge the blood of our loved ones on the

perpetrators of this crime, wherever they are.’ He further declared Sunday,

i.e., the day after the July 2016 blast as a ‘day of mourning’ and renamed

the site of the attack as ‘Martyr’s Square’.40 The IS must have taken the

risk of disharmony into account given the ethnic divide within Afghanistan

and, therefore, must be designing its own game plan to strengthen and

expand its foothold and vulnerability of the president on this count.
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The sixth is that the Raqqa-based leadership of ISIL may have been

anticipating that as the endgame nears in Syria and Iraq, it may be squeezed

out of the region. Afghanistan shall then be a new home for the leadership

provided it has some base to set its foot upon. Afghanistan is certainly

not unfamiliar to associates of Abu Musab Al Zarqabi, many of whom

lived there for much of the 1990s, during the reign of the Taliban. Some

more proof of the acquaintance of the top leadership of ISIL with the

region has been provided later. It is the leadership’s familiarity and

acquaintance with the region that shall be quite helpful for it to consolidate.

The seventh is that there is an allegation by the Afghanistan

establishment that Pakistan is funding the Afghanistan-based terrorist

activities of the regional ISIL branch. Afghan experts claimed that Pakistan

is mobilising the Taliban under the guise of ISIL and other nations were

coordinating with Pakistan in funding jihadist groups.41 Mohammad Hanif

Atmar, the national security advisor of Afghanistan, claimed that members

of the regional ISIL branch are infiltrating through Pakistan and are working

with other terrorists in central Asia to destabilise countries in the region.

They come from Pakistan and they have Pakistani ID cards and they

receive aid from central Asia and Gulf states.42 The Pentagon also has

repeatedly accused Pakistan of serving as a sanctuary for terrorist groups

operating in Afghanistan, including ISIS.43 Therefore, it suggests that

Pakistan has its own interests in destabilising Afghanistan as India has

entered in a big way into the reconstruction activities of Afghanistan and

is helping the country towards building its infrastructure. It is never to

the interests of Pakistan that India and Afghanistan should come closer

and become friends. Therefore, Pakistan wants to keep Afghanistan chaotic

and that serves the purpose of ISIL.

The eighth could be the sources of illegal funds to carry out their

terroristic activities. Afghanistan, according to several reports, is the world’s

number one producer of the opium used to make heroin. The illicit drug

generates lucrative profits, estimated in the billions and equivalent to a

substantial portion of Afghanistan’s gross domestic product (GDP). In

November 2015, terrorism experts indicated that ISIS is planning to flood

the UK and other European nations with heroin, suggesting that the

terrorist group is involved in Afghanistan’s illicit opium trade. Russia at
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the time estimated the jihadist group could make at least $50 billion

through the sale of heroin in Europe. However, there is another side to

the story. As the Voice of America (VOA) reported in May 2015, ISIL-K

eradicated opium and heroin production in Nangarhar province, arguing

that it is illegal. Nevertheless, the fact remains that illegal drug trade has

been a fat source of income for funding terroristic activities as well as

other crimes in different parts of the world. Therefore, there could be no

denying the fact that the Af-Pak region being the hub of drug-related

activities could serve the purpose of ISIL.

TALIBAN VIS-À-VIS THE ISLAMIC STATE

The advent of the Islamic State in a region which is not only chaotic but

also infested by another terrorist organisation or, as many others refer to

it, insurgent group, presents a complex situation in terms of its role and

impact. It is more so when both the Taliban and ISIL have similar ideologies,

objectives and methodologies of operating. Both are well aware of each

other and previously may also have worked in collaboration, as there has

been substantial evidence of the same.

The Taliban are more powerful than the IS group as of now, at least

in the region under discussion. They strongly denied any involvement in

the 23 July 2016 attack on the Hazaras.44 The Taliban has been waging war

against the Kabul government since 2001, when its regime was overthrown

in the US-led invasion. Since the international combat troops pulled out

of Afghanistan at the end of 2014, leaving behind only a largely training

and advising contingent, the insurgency has intensified as Afghan forces

struggle to take lead in the battle. The Taliban are now refocusing mostly

on the southern provinces of Helmand, Kandahar and Uruzgan, although

they have struck elsewhere too, such as the northern Kunduz province,

where they briefly overran and held the provincial capital for a few days.45

The rugged terrain of southern Afghanistan is the main heartland of the

Taliban. The terrain is the seat of fight against the government at Kabul

for control of key stretches of main roads and highways as the insurgents

use a new tactic to gain ground.46 The main focus of the Taliban in the

present is Uruzgan province, where it is putting pressure on Afghan
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forces around the provincial capital of Tirinkot.47 Thus, it seems the

Taliban is well entrenched in the southern part of Afghanistan, with

ambitions to expand further.

However, the attack of July 2016 establishes the fact that IS jihadists

are making steady inroads into the country, challenging the Taliban on its

own turf. IS offensives have helped it to control territories in the Khorasan

region. Time seems to be on the side of ISIL-Khorasan now. The militant

underworld of Afghanistan and Pakistan is no longer bound by

unquestioning loyalty either to the Taliban founder Mullah Omar, or to the

al-Qaeda founder Osama bin Laden. The latter’s successor Ayman al Zawahiri

has never been popular among al-Qaeda’s fighting men, and the dubious

circumstances in which Mullah Akhtar Mansoor kept Omar’s death a

secret for more than two years still rankles the ranks of insurgency in

Afghanistan. The protracted conflict for power between the Taliban and

the government of Afghanistan has provided both time and leverage for

ISIS to attract followers through its vile acts of marketing.48 The longer

the conflict goes on, the greater shall be the opportunity for ISIS to

consolidate its foothold in Afghanistan. ISIS seems to have already lured

80 per cent of al-Qaeda’s seasoned commanders in Afghanistan and

Pakistan, necessitating a counter-recruitment campaign by the Taliban.49

Many ISIL-affiliated fighters are former Pakistani Taliban who shifted their

allegiance because of a push by Pakistan over several years against the

Taliban in Afghanistan and Pakistan.50 According to another report, existing

radical groups, including the Haqqani network and factions of the Taliban,

have declared allegiance to ISIL. One training camp has been named after

Sheikh Jalaluddin (Jalaluddin Haqqani), the founder of the extremist network

that carries his surname, who died in 2014.51 Therefore, there are all

probabilities that ISIL sooner or later shall be successful in subsuming all

those organisations that it is warning today or who are against it, if ISIS

itself is not checked either by Afghanistan’s government or by the US

forces.

However, allegedly different kinds of Taliban have been identified

in Afghanistan. One is Pakistan-Taliban, which aspires to overthrow the

government at Kabul and usurp power. This group is supposedly aided

by Pakistan. Pakistani intelligence continues to aid and abet Afghan-
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Taliban, which operates against the Kabul government from safe havens

in Pakistan. The second kind of Taliban is the moderate Taliban, interested

in entering the mainstream of Afghan politics. Yet there seems to be a third

group, which has rebranded itself as ISIL. Allegedly, this was most likely

an attempt to attract media attention, solicit greater resources and increase

recruitment. Yet according to another source in northern Helmand, emergence

of three separate Taliban splinter groups has been observed that don’t

seem to be loyal to the late Taliban leader Mullah Akhtar Mohammad

Mansour.52 Therefore, the Taliban as it looks from the outside is a divided

house and hence vulnerable to attractions of ISIL.

On the other hand, there have also been reports by the Taliban

itself that in April 2016, a number of senior and mid-level leaders of

Wilayah Khorasan in Nangarhar province had defected from ISIL and

pledged allegiance to the Taliban leader Akhtar Mansour. The defectors

included members of the group’s central council, judicial council and

prisoner’s council, as well as several field commanders and their fighters.53

According to some reports, Taliban networks are well established

and significant ideological and cultural differences exist between the

movements. The Taliban has declared that it will not allow ISIL in

Afghanistan, but the potential emergence of ISIL sharply focused the

Afghan National Security Force, the National Directorate of Security (NDS)

and political leadership.54 All are collaborating closely in order to prevent

this threat from expanding. Therefore, in the given circumstances, it is

extremely difficult to determine the prognosis of either the Taliban or ISIL

in the Af-Pak region. However, there are greater probabilities that ISIL

sooner or later will subsume the Taliban or the Taliban will rename itself

as ISIL in anticipation of ruling over ISIL-Khorasan in the near future.

IMPACT OF THE GROWTH OF
ISIL IN THE AF-PAK REGION

Violence and carnage run deep in the blood of ISIL fighters. ISIL is being

rated as one of the most dreaded terrorist organisations the world has

ever seen. The group has aggravated the security situation and created

a sense of fear in the atmosphere by practising its radical ideology, which
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is deeply embedded in the hearts and minds of its members. They simply

trample upon the rights and dignity of mankind on the grounds of one’s

ethnicity, caste, creed and colour. Consequently, with the emergence of

ISIL on the soil of the Af-Pak region, the graph of civilian casualties has

increased and has escalated the political instability further.55

Secondly, the already staggering Afghan casualty figures have soared

to new heights after the international combat mission ended by the

beginning of 2015. The country suffered almost 5,000 civilian casualties

during the first half of 2015; nearly 30,000 Afghan soldiers and policemen

were killed between 2009 and mid-2015. December 2015 saw a 57 per cent

rise in civilian casualties.56 Consequently, with the emergence of ISIL

fighters and their mysterious involvement in violence and bloodshed,

people have lost their hope and desire for a peaceful life and a large

number of Afghan citizens have flocked to foreign countries.

Thirdly, political turmoil has wreaked havoc on the economy and

unemployment has reached its peak. The escalated militancy has stagnated

the economic cycle and ultimately paralysed the whole financial activity.

This has further contributed towards the exit of the bulk of NGOs, and top

traders and investors have withdrawn their money from the country. Soaring

unemployment has led to brain-drain of university graduates, adding further

to the already escalating challenges.57 Therefore, the growth of ISIL is

degrading the already disturbed and pauperised society and economy of

Afghanistan.

Fourthly, Afghan is home to terrorism on account of both the

Taliban and ISIS. Therefore, the emergence of ISIS in Afghanistan has

worsened the security situation of this country. The 23 July blast exposed

the chinks in the country’s security armour. Despite support from US

troops and its superior air cover, the Afghan military hasn’t been able to

do much to prevent Taliban attacks during last two years. Moreover,

despite years of US training and billions of American taxpayer dollars

spent on the development of Afghan security forces, their ability to combat

terrorism remains in question.58 Therefore, the advent and growth of ISIL

has further worsened the situation in Afghanistan. It has added further to

the already existing insurgency and terrorist activities in Afghanistan.
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ROLE OF MAJOR EXTERNAL POWERS
TOWARDS CONTAINMENT OF THE CONFLICT

There seems to be a collective diplomatic push by China, Pakistan and the

US, in the wake of the growing foothold of ISIS, to revive direct peace

talks between the Afghan government and the Taliban. However, the

peace talks have not seen much success owing to the hardliners on both

sides, i.e., within Afghan government and the Taliban. The hardliners

within the government are not in favour of any inclusion of the Taliban

and are determined to abolish the outfit lock, stock and barrel from inside

the Afghanistan. On the other hand, hardliners within the Taliban are

advocating for continuance of the offensive, with the hope of capturing

power at Kabul, with the other group thinking of an eventuality of getting

included on its own terms and conditions rather than the terms and

conditions of the government. Therefore, the chances of success of peace

talks and negotiations are low in the given circumstances and because of

the attitude of the parties in conflict. Moreover, Western experts are

convinced that ISIL is pursuing the goal of creating a new province of the

‘Caliphate’ on the border with Pakistan and that its success is the direct

result of the departure of US and British troops from Afghanistan and the

split within the Taliban ranks.

The United States, on the one hand, has designated the ISIL group’s

affiliate in Afghanistan and Pakistan as a terrorist organisation. On the

other hand, it is working as an interlocutor to broker peace talks among

the warring parties. All this makes it difficult to understand what exactly

the US is up to.

Secondly, in view of notable IS presence in Nangarhar, there has

been an upsurge in CIA drone strikes against ISIL targets in that area.

Such attacks are often conducted on the basis of intelligence provided by

the Pakistani military. According to several reports, much of that Pakistani

intelligence has been provided by the Taliban, which, until recently, was

fighting ISIL forces alone. Attempts are also being made by the Afghan

security forces as they have been deployed there to ensure that ISIL does

not come in contact with the Taliban.
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There are, thus, different dimensions of the role of the US in this

conflict. According to one view, the West is using reports to present the

situation in Afghanistan in the grimmest colours one could imagine to

persuade the general public to support the expansion of the US military

presence in the country. The US is allegedly an ardent fighter of ISIL.

Therefore, it won’t be able to do anything once the US military forces

leave the country. Western media sources argue that Afghan troops are

not strong enough and, therefore, the US must get through the door and

fight out ISIL before it consolidates itself in the region. However, this may

witness a sharp aggravation of the internal political situation.

There is another dimension regarding the role of the US in this

conflict. According to this view, the Taliban project is nothing more than

Washington’s brainchild, just like al-Qaeda, which has outlived its days

and will be brought down. It will be replaced by a new project – the so-

called Islamic State; that too is a US creation. The Taliban’s ideology is

pretty close to the one pursued by ISIL, and those two groups have

similar goals and methods they would use to achieve them. The Taliban

has been demolishing historical monuments just like ISIL; they harboured

jihadi supporters and carried public executions. The Taliban has forced

thousands of people from their homes and massacred those who would

show any form of resistance. These tactics, designed to spread panic and

fear, have now been adopted by ISIL. It’s not a coincidence that Afghan

experts are calling the Taliban and ISIL ‘two sides of the same coin’.59 The

story goes that the current leader of ISIL Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi received

training in the Mujahideen camps in Afghanistan back in the eighties. A

former Pakistani intelligence chief Hamid Gul claimed in an interview with

the news agency Antalya that he personally saw al-Baghdadi in those

camps in 1988. It’s also noteworthy that Osama bin Laden, Abu Musab al-

Zarqawi and al-Baghdadi himself maintained close, friendly relations with

the leaders of the Mujahideen and worked closely with them. According

to reports in the Afghan media, al-Baghdadi at one time was entrusted

with the mission of maintaining the security of Herat province while he

was running a Taliban training camp near the town of Islam Qala that

could simultaneously prepare up to a thousand fighters.60 Under these

conditions, instead of saying that ISIL is expanding its influence in
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Afghanistan, as the Western media tries to convince the larger world, one

may speak about the United States using its creation to destabilise

Afghanistan once again, which will allow it to get closer to its geopolitical

rivals Russia and China by using the methods that have already been

tested in Iraq, Syria and across the Middle East.61

Russia has reportedly supplied Afghan security forces with weapons

and military training. Russia too would not leave the turf in Afghanistan

uncontested in the wake of the US game plan. Therefore, it seems that

Afghanistan is once again set to become a pawn on the political and

strategic chessboard of major powers who might be involved in exploiting

the situations in Afghanistan to design their own geopolitical advantages

in the Af-Pak region. Therefore, the role of major powers of the world

under such circumstances may be contributing more towards escalating

the conflict rather than containment of the same.

IMPERATIVES FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Both Pakistan and Afghanistan have been unstable polities. Afghanistan

has also been a war-devastated nation which is yet to achieve an enduring

level of stability. The internal political situation of Pakistan is mostly in

the hands of its defence forces and hence undemocratic. The army in

Pakistan would always be interested in keeping the conflict alive to maintain

its own significance and role in the region. Therefore, any attempt at

resolving the conflict would be bound to fail if Pakistan in general and its

army in particular are not taken into confidence or are not on the negotiating

board. Peacemakers must be aware of this stark strategic reality of the

region and its political dynamics.

Secondly, the peacemakers must also be aware of the ethnic

dimensions of the region and accordingly aim at being inclusive as any

attempt at exclusion would leave some sides disgruntled and the prospect

of a relapse shall always exist.

Thirdly, as General John F. Campbell, commander of the Resolute

Support Mission in Afghanistan, suggested, militant hideouts exist on

both sides of the Durand Line. Pakistan and Afghanistan, therefore, should

tackle the issue together.62 He further advised that the two countries have
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got to talk military-to-military on how they can get after a common enemy

that knows no borders or boundaries. He also suggested that the better

option than sending troops into Pakistan would be to train Afghan forces

to fight the insurgents. Obviously, Campbell has a strong point to make

as training the Afghan army will be a long-term solution to the protracted

conflict in Afghanistan in general and the Af-Pak region in particular.

Therefore, the need of the hour is to make feasible interventions which

could deliver solutions on a short-term basis towards containment of the

ISIL intrusion in the region.

Fourthly, as General Charles Cleveland, a spokesman for the Resolute

Support Mission, told Pentagon reporters on 14 April 2016, the Islamic

State appears to be losing its grip in Afghanistan, due in part to the

steady aerial bombardment from US and NATO forces and the terror

group’s failure to win over Afghans themselves. Nobody really wants

Daesh (the Islamic State) in the neighbourhood.63 He also informed that

six months back, the IS held between six and eight districts and now it

holds just two to three and the terrorists have been seen fleeing to the

Kunar and Nuristan provinces along Afghanistan’s western border with

Pakistan, where they are just ‘trying to survive’. Therefore, peacemakers

and parties involved in brokering peace must use the developing situation

of ISIL reverses as leverage and devise an apt response for calculated and

well-planned offensives before ISIL is reinforced in the region.

Fifthly, there is another set of opinions. It advocates that splintering

of the Taliban may provide opportunities for reconciliation with the Afghan

government or it could induce some of them to join ISIL. Therefore, in this

approach to peace, there is risk: one risk is that if the Taliban is weakened,

it would help the government to call its own shot; the other is that if it

falls into the fold of ISIL, it would strengthen ISIL, which would be

disastrous for the government and all other external powers trying to

broker the peace. Accordingly, appropriate policy needs to be developed

with a pragmatic approach towards luring or decimating the splinter groups

of the Taliban in a manner that it is blocked from falling into the hands

of ISIL and strengthening it.

Lastly, the most important point is that the conflict could be resolved

only when Pakistan is somehow made to wish for the same. It must not
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be only at the formal level of holding peace talks. Pakistan requires to be

made to have an Afghanistan policy at the centre of which there must be

the well-being and peace of Afghan people, irrespective of their ethnic

identity. Pakistan will have to have faith that peace is in the larger interest

of the growth and development of the region. Conflict resolution shall be

possible and would be long-lasting only when a multipronged strategy is

adopted and is addressed at all levels of the conflict.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Medieval Europe got drenched with the blood of serfs and peasants on

account of the war between the Church and state for the establishment

of the Holy Roman Empire. The Church-state conflict took the worst form

of mixing religion with politics, and its pitfalls were so traumatic that one

can only imagine. The devastation of society, polity and economy that it

brought in its wake made one of the leading political philosophers of the

day Voltaire say that the Holy Roman Empire was neither Holy, nor Roman

and nor even an empire. This one succinct sentence by Voltaire has

summed up the political history of thousands of years. Of course, history

does not repeat itself exactly but, as Mark Twain put it, it often rhymes.

The intra-religious as well as inter-religion conflict that the advent

of ISIL has brought in its wake is an expression of what medieval Europe

was a witness to. ISIL has declared itself to be a sovereign state with the

establishment of a caliphate for the Islamic world. It has also announced

its territorial claim and is making all endeavours to translate the avowed

aim into reality. ISIL-K is one such step in that direction. The self-proclaimed

ISIL-K has changed into a menace for both Pakistan and Afghanistan.

Afghanistan faces twin challenges: first, it has to either lure the Taliban

into the mainstream of Afghanistan’s politics or mitigate the Taliban menace

lock, stock and barrel with a heavy hand; second, it needs to check the

growth of ISIL by nipping it in the bud itself before ISIL strengthens its

grounds further.

If Afghanistan’s political leadership fails to develop a proactive

approach towards this menace and lets the IS gain ground, as it happened

in the case of the Taliban in the 1990s, the consequences will be far more
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disastrous. Afghanistan has long been a country of ever-shifting allegiances

and the strangest of bedfellows. ISIL intends to trigger racial tensions and

sectarianism among the nations within the region. Therefore, in all

probability, it would lead to great instability and may sow the seeds of

hatred if not curbed in time. Afghanistan must understand such dynamics

and act accordingly to keep the flocks together. Therefore, it is high time

the Afghanistan government not only talked in high-sounding terms but

also became proactive and comprehend the role of external agencies in

terms of friends and foe. It has to sharpen both its diplomacy and military

to emerge victorious from the conflict. It can do so provided it is able to

collate all the stakeholders of peace on the same platform and works hard

for the same. Conflict management is the need of the hour; but its aim and

objective must be to mitigate conflict and subsequently transform the

conflict in the interest of permanent peace for the people of the Af-Pak

region.
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Instability Parameters in India’s North East

BIBHU PRASAD ROUTRAY

Over the past years, the security situation in the entire country has

significantly improved. The conflict-ridden areas have reported less

violence, and the capacities of extremist formations have dwindled. Among

such regions is India’s North East, whose instability parameters

demonstrated worrying patterns not long ago. Much of the region is now

accessible, with a far lesser probability for the civilians coming across

an incident of an explosion, an attempt of abduction or even a demand

of extortion by armed outfits. The Ministry of Home Affairs reaffirms that

the situation ‘has been gradually improving in terms of reduction in

violent incidents, lower civilian casualties and increasing number of

arrests and surrender of militants.’ On the foundation of such presumed

stability lie India’s plans to implement the much delayed projects of

linking the region’s economy to the economies of the South East Asian

countries, improving connectivity within the region as well as with

mainland India and improving the human development indicators in the

states of the North East.

Security Situation in the North East (2008–2015)

Source: Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India
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Amid these promising narratives, however, are extremely disturbing

indicators of instability demonstrated through persisting capacities of

violence among the existing extremist organisations, troubling ethnic fault

lines that not only impact the prospects of peace but also hinder economic

projects, continued alienation among the people of the region from mainland

India and also the possibility of the region turning into a launch pad for

extremism in neighbouring countries, especially Bangladesh. This article

examines each of these four parameters to provide a reality check on what

is being loosely described as the return of peace to the North East. For

obvious reasons, examples cited and empirical data used are of recent

origin to substantiate arguments made in this article.

EXTREMISM IS DEAD, LONG-LIVE EXTREMISM

Soon after Assam police’s euphoric claim of the inability of major insurgent

outfits to carry out strikes, on 5 August 2016, the anti-peace faction of the

National Democratic Front of Bodoland (NDFB), led by Ingi Kathar Songbijit,

launched a small action team attack in Kokrajhar district, killing 14 people.

The same outfit was responsible for the massacre of 31 people in Assam’s

Sonitpur district in December 2014. While a major faction of the NDFB has

been observing a ceasefire with the government, a group of 150 militants

continue with their activities, which include occasional attacks, abductions

and extortion. According to the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), security

operations have killed 113 NDFB-S militants and arrested more than 1,400

of the outfit’s cadres, including its over-ground workers, since December

2014. Camps located in Myanmar are seen as their final strength. Reports,

however, have indicated the possibility of the outfit operating from Bhutan,

a country which had evicted them over a decade back.

NDFB-S, however, is only one of the many outfits that continue to

survive the onslaught of the security force operations and retain the

violence capacities. The United Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA), led by

Paresh Barua, the S. S. Khaplang–led National Socialist Council of Nagaland

(NSCN-K) and CoreCom, an assortment of six valley-based outfits in

Manipur, are some of the prominent members that keep the fire of extremism

burning in the North East.
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On 1 August 2016, ULFA cadres abducted the son of a Bharatiya

Janata Party (BJP) leader Ratneswar Moran and later released a video of

armed militants surrounding the abducted person. The outfit which had

demanded a sum of ¹ 1 crore released him on 9 September. The release of

an Islamic State–like video was a first in the 37-year history of ULFA and

demonstrated the outfit’s intention of escalating its threat level and

reconnecting with the imagination of its old constituency. Local media

reports have indicated the outfit’s renewed recruitment and extortion

attempts in the upper Assam districts of Tinsukia, Dibrugarh and Sivasagar.1

On 22 May 2016, an ambush by CoreCom resulted in the deaths of

a junior commissioned officer (JCO) and five jawans of the Assam Rifles

(AR) in Manipur’s Chandel district near the Indo-Myanmar border. The

soldiers were returning after inspecting a landslide in the interior tribal

district. On 4 June 2015, the NSCN-K had laid an ambush and killed 18 AR

soldiers. A much publicised follow-up special operation by the Indian

army claimed to have dismantled the outfit’s infrastructure, but in reality,

very little had been achieved. A similar operation was carried out in

August 2016 by the Indian army’s 12 Para regiment. However, the raid was

futile as NSCN-K guards detected the army’s movement.2 The NSCN-K

may not have been able to repeat its 4 June 2015 attack but has remained

active in Nagaland and Arunachal Pradesh, where its cadres extort and

abduct civilians. While Myanmar’s safety may have added to the chances

of survivability of these major groups, a number of small outfits also

operate within states like Assam, Manipur and Meghalaya, indulging in

abduction and extorting. The Garo National Liberation Army (GNLA) is

one such group in Meghalaya. It is an expert in extorting from shopkeepers,

businessmen and coal merchants. The fact that these minnows do not

attack security forces provides them with some sort of safety net and

keeps them away from the attention of the state.

Among the reasons for such persistence of extremism is the state’s

incapacity to bring a number of ongoing ceasefire agreements to a close.

While the Isak-Muivah (IM) faction of the NSCN is perhaps the most

notable of such outfits with which the state has failed to reach an agreement,

the MHA’s annual report lists a large number of outfits in Assam, Meghalaya

and Manipur with whom negotiations are ongoing for a number of years
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without a solution in sight. On 3 August 2015, the prime minister announced

the reaching of a significant landmark deal with the NSCN-IM. Some of the

analysts projected that the deal could indeed end the problem of insurgency

in the entire north-eastern region. However, the ‘deal’ turned out to be

only a framework agreement for continuing talks between both sides.

Since then, the NSCN-IM, whose senior leader Isak Swu died of illness in

June 2016, has declared its undiluted demand for independence. The

unquiet peace brought about by the ceasefire agreements has not become

the precursor to durable stability in any of the conflict-affected states.

INTERETHNIC STRIFE

Home to more than 200 tribes, the North East has been variously described

as an ethnic tinderbox. While the story of warring and head-hunting Naga

tribes is a thing of the past, in independent India, protracted and bloody

conflicts between tribes in the North East over land and limited resources

have kept the region on an edge. Tribes have also clashed with the

dominant non-tribes over the same issues. And since on many occasions

these conflicts have poured over to regions through which inter-state as

well as international traffic passes, these have invariably ended up in

disrupting services and delivery of essential items periodically. And unlike

the limited attempts to arrive at peace with the insurgencies, such interethnic

strife has barely seen much of official intervention.

Manipur is the state worst affected by such a phenomenon. Tribes

inhabiting its hills as well as neighbouring Nagaland have often erected

blockades, cutting off Manipur from the rest of the country. In addition,

conflict between the Meiteis and the other tribes of the state too impinges

on the state stability and often brings out the fault lines that must be

addressed outside the security paradigm. The following episode is an

example.

In August 2015, the Manipur state assembly passed three

controversial bills to protect the indigenous people of the state. These

three bills, the Protection of Manipur People Bill, the Manipur Land Revenue

and Land Reforms (Seventh Amendment) Bill and the Manipur Shops and

Establishments (Second Amendment) Bill, are intended to regulate the
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influx of outsiders into the state. However, the bills are largely seen as

protecting the interests of the dominant Meitei community and are opposed

bitterly by the tribal bodies that interpret them as an infringement on the

existing constitutional safeguards guaranteed to them under Article 371C.

The protests against the bills led to the deaths of nine tribals in

Churachandpur district on the intervening night of 31 August 2015. Till

the writing of this article, the dead bodies remain unburied.

 The plight of the Bru tribals, who were forced to migrate out of

Mizoram after a phase of ethnic violence with the dominant Mizos in 1997

and have not been able to return till now, is yet another example of official

lethargy in resolving longstanding issues. At one point of time, militant

groupings had cropped up to try and protect the interests of the Brus. But

even after they ended their brief tenure of insurgency, most of the tribal

internally displaced persons (IDPs) continue to remain in the refugee

camps in Tripura.

MY LAND AND YOUR INDIA

Alienation from mainland India has been the source of countless

insurgencies in the North East. Developmental policies of New Delhi and

greater interaction with the mainland were expected to end this. The

migration of thousands of youth from the region to other Indian cities, the

economic boom in state capitals like Guwahati and the pacification of

many armed movements notwithstanding, a strong current for assertion of

uniqueness and protection of identities from the onslaught of the Indians

remains. This has found expression in the persistent demands for the

invocation of the Inner Line Permit (ILP) in Meghalaya and Manipur. The

ILP, a redundant British era law, issued under the Bengal Eastern Frontier

Regulation 1873, is in vogue in Nagaland, Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh

and is merely a source of harassment for the non-resident visitors of those

states rather than a source of protection of the identity of the sons of the

soil. Available data underlines that the population of non-locals in all

these three states has increased substantially in the last decade, despite

the ILP.
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And yet, since past several years, protests continue to be waged

in Manipur ‘to save the culture, tradition, identity and demographic structure

of the indigenous people of the state’. Linked with the demand for a

scheduled tribe status for the Hindu Vaishnavaite Meiteis, the agitators

have forced the Manipur state government to pass a number of legislations

to control the influx of outsiders into Manipur. In spite of the input by

the Intelligence Bureau that the Meitei militant outfit the United National

Liberation Front (UNLF) could be behind the agitation3, the majority of the

political parties, including the state unit of the BJP, have supported the

imposition of the ILP. A similar agitation also rages in Meghalaya since

2012, in spite of the MHA’s categorical assertion in December 2013 that

ILP would not be implemented either in Manipur or in Meghalaya.

However, the ILP agitation does open the debate over the loss of

popular trust in the capacities of the elected governments to protect the

interests of the local people. At the same time, such prolong agitations

reflect poorly on the efforts of the successive governments in New Delhi

to bridge the gap between the remote North East and the mainland. Poor

connectivity, the continued presence of the security forces despite the

improvement in the security situation and the lethargic implementation of

developmental projects have provided impetus for such agitations. The

protests, in which a large number of school children have been used by

the agitators in Manipur and injuries to them caused by police action,

have added to the growing alienation.

FROM AN INSURGENT HUB TO
A LAUNCH PAD FOR TERRORISM

The 2 October 2014 accidental explosion in a secreted explosive

manufacturing facility in West Bengal’s Burdwan district brought out the

details of the activities of the Bangladeshi terror outfit the Jamaatul

Mujahideen Bangladesh (JMB) in India. Subsequent investigations

unravelled how the outfit could be using the safety of Assam and West

Bengal for launching attacks in Bangladesh. In fact, these areas had been

the key to the JMB’s survival after Dhaka had launched a crackdown on

the outfit in 2009. Probe by the National Investigation Agency (NIA)
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revealed the names of 12 JMB leaders who have made Assam as well as

West Bengal their base. The arrest of one of the key conspirators Sahanur

Alom in December 2014 further revealed that several JMB cadres had

visited at least one madrassa in Assam’s Nalbari district and conducted

some motivational training there to induct young men from Assam into the

outfit. Several Assam districts along the Indo-Bangladesh border are

believed to have pockets of illegal migrants which provide a mingling

space to Bangladeshi extremists. However, on this occasion, the JMB

militants had travelled as far as Sivasagar in upper Assam, where there are

no infiltrators’ pockets, to motivate youth.4 JMB militants, according to

Assam police sources, have even married Assamese girls in Nalbari district,

which helped them further concealing their identities.

Since the explosion in Burdwan, several JMB and other Bangladeshi

extremists have been arrested in Assam, underlining the use of the state’s

soil for terrorist activities in the neighbouring country. Declining home-

grown militancy and the possible lackadaisical approach by the state

police department has allowed the JMB not only to set up sleeper cells

but also to recruit from among the Assamese and Muslim immigrants.

However, the stated achievement of the Assam police, the product of an

overzealous anti-JMB drive, remains highly suspect and may not have

dented the capacities of the outfit at all. Out of the 48 people arrested for

their suspected linkages with the JMB in Assam in the last two years, 45

have been granted bail5 as the court found no evidence supporting the

police claim. In addition, two or three key jihadi leaders, the Assam police

have accepted, have managed to flee.

Dhaka has launched a systematic campaign against the JMB following

the terror attack on the Holey Artisan Bakery in July 2016, in which 23

civilians, mostly foreigners, were killed. Top conspirators behind the attack,

including Tamim Ahmed Chowdhury, a Canadian citizen of Bangladeshi

origin, have been killed in security force operations and many have been

arrested. Immediately after the attack, suspicious movement of people was

reported from areas near the Meghalaya border. Since both West Bengal

and Assam are natural backyards for the jihadi outfits in Bangladesh, it

would be natural for them to attempt using these territories to regroup.

Without India’s support and some credible effort by the police in Assam
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as well as Meghalaya, the North East might degenerate into a permanent

launch pad for jihadi activities in Bangladesh.

THE WAY FORWARD

The sincerity of New Delhi towards bringing peace to the North East

coexists with an inexplicable inertia to solve some of the burning issues

in the region. Taking the inconclusive peace processes with militant outfits

to their logical conclusion, addressing the problems of the surrendered

cadres and initiating a process of dialogue to address the persisting

problems of the interethnic divide are some of the major requirements that

are missing from the brouhaha over achievements of peace in the region.

It is important that the Prime Minister’s Office take a serious note of the

performance of the MHA so far and assign itself some additional tasks of

bringing stability to the region. Establishment of interethnic peace in the

North East must figure as prominently in the imagination of New Delhi as

resolving the insurgencies.

Also required is a serious effort to elicit cooperation from Myanmar

to neutralise the insurgents who have maintained bases and training

facilities in its territory for decades. From time to time, New Delhi has

projected the agreement of cooperation with Myanmar as the precursor to

curbing the potential of the militants in the North East. In August, India’s

foreign minister Sushma Swaraj, along with the foreign secretary, made an

official trip to Myanmar and promised all help in return for Myanmar’s

cooperation in acting against the Indian insurgents. Following the visit,

India’s External Affairs Ministry spokesperson said Myanmar’s leadership

had made an assurance ‘that they will not allow any insurgent groups to

use any territory for action against India’.6 Given that Tatmadaw (Myanmar

military) controls ministries like Home and Border Affairs and its local

officers continue to benefit from their ties with the Indian insurgents, not

much can be expected to result from such assurances by the country’s

civilian leadership. New Delhi needs to engage seriously with the Tatmadaw.

Finally, another military operation against the insurgent outfits like

the NDFB-S, Kamtapur Liberation Organisation (KLO) and possibly the

ULFA, who have re-found safe houses Bhutan, is becoming a necessity.
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The North East’s security and the safety of its people need to figure high

in the policies of New Delhi, for such stability and peace would be key

to implementing the ambitious Act-East Policy. A nation with ambitions of

becoming a global powerhouse cannot let 262,230 square kilometres of its

territory to become unstable again.
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Ballots and Bullets:
Political Parties and

Left-Wing Extremism in India

N. MANOHARAN and CHRISTINA BAREH

If democracy is understood, in the famous words of Abraham

Lincoln, as ‘government of the people, by the people, and for the

people’, the importance of political parties in a democratic

system is inevitable. E. E. Schattschneider, in this regard, rightly

observes, ‘Modern democracy is unthinkable save in terms of

parties.’1 In other words, while there are parties without

democracy, there can be no democracy without political parties.

The imperativeness of parties is because of their multitudinal

role in a democratic system, especially in the parliamentary

form. Political parties broadly perform seven categories of

functions:

As intermediaries, ‘linking the institutions of

government to economic, ethnic, cultural, religious and other

societal groups.’2 This is otherwise known as ‘political

socialisation’.

As activists, by placing the local concerns of citizens

and other inhabitants of the country in a national context and

also in influencing public policy. They aggregate interests and

communicate them to the political and government institutions

for further actions.

As compromisers, by organising differences on issues

and creating grounds for conciliation.

As feeders, by training and nominating political

leaders, who will take part in the governance process. In the

words of Antony Downs, ‘A political party is a team of men

seeking to control the governing apparatus by gaining office in

a duly constituted election.’3
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As educators to the common man, by creating a

better understanding of the issues and possible solutions through

debates, potentially leading to new insights or workable solutions.

As the opposition, thereby presenting themselves as

the alternative for voters to choose, as against the existing

government. This also acts as a pressure for the incumbent

government to better address the people’s interests.

As helpers in the legislative process by rallying

support for or against a particular legislation.

In short, political parties can be understood as ‘permanent associations

of citizens that are based on free membership and a programme, and which

are anxious to occupy through the path of elections, the politically decisive

positions of the country with their team of leaders, in order to materialize

suggestions for resolving outstanding problems.’4

However, political parties, especially in the developing countries,

do not always perform the above functions comprehensively and effectively.

They, of course, face a different set of problems unlike their counterparts

in the developed world. As a scholar observes, in the Indian context:

If the society is as diversified and skewed as in India, the

political entrepreneurs would have an uphill task of negotiating

with the complex array of constituents whose aspirations/

constituents may not be harmoniously aligned and thus a set

of interplay of pulling and pushing forces will keep the free

market of democracy volatile as regulated by the Constitution

of governance as adopted by the society.5 

Yet, there is no excuse for them not to do what they are supposed to do

in the interest of democratic polity. Since the political parties fail to

respond to citizens’ concerns, they are widely distrusted by the public,

thus disrupting the entire democratic process. The political parties may

see themselves as ‘a group of people united for the good of their country’

and are seen as such by their followers.6 Yet, in practice, they are perceived

by the common man as a group of people united for the good solely of
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themselves. Lincoln’s observation is twisted like this: ‘Off the people, buy

the people and far away from the people.’ Parties in India are no exceptions.

However, despite the perceptions and shortcomings, as Alexis de Tocqueville

observed, ‘Parties are a necessary evil in free governments.’7 It is in this

analytical framework the relevance and interaction of political parties in

left-wing extremism in India are looked into.

THE INDIAN CONTEXT AND THE NAXAL CASE

If one goes by the premise that Naxalism or left-wing extremism (LWE)8 in

India has thrived on the unmet aspirations and continued deprivations of

sections of people, then the obvious question is, who is responsible for

the ‘unmet aspirations and continued deprivations’ of the concerned

people? If the answer is the ‘government’, then the next question is, who

constitutes the government? In a liberal democracy like India, political

parties help to form and run the government. In a situation of coalition

governments, political parties are all the more important.

Going by the history of emergence of various Naxal groups, one

can deduce that the rise of LWE in India can be attributed partly, if not

fully, to the failure of moderate political parties in articulating rising

expectations and grievances of the people at the right time in an

adequate manner. Tall promises are made in manifestoes during elections

but forgotten later. Ironically, promises on even very basics like roads,

bridges, schools, transport and hospitals are ignored, leading to a ‘trust

deficit’.9 Harivansh, in the ‘The Naxal Movement,’ sums up the issue:

‘People have lost faith in political parties because there is a total

contradiction between their promises and their actions once elected.’10

Questioning the ability of the mainstream political parties in solving the

issues of the common man, they ask:

Will any of the parliamentary parties solve the problems when

all are united on implementing the policies of economic reforms,

which is the chief cause for pushing the masses further into

the abyss of destitution? Which party has the backbone to

stand up to the US vultures that are swarming over every
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aspect of the country’s life, to say ‘GET OUT’? Which party

has the guts to stand up for the sovereignty of the country

and demand the kicking out of all the foreign robber barons

taking control of the entire finance, commerce and industry of

the country? Which party is prepared to stand up against

state terror and the inhuman massacre of innocents through

curable diseases, poverty, hunger and starvation and now

even suicides? And which party is willing to oppose the

massive funds extorted in the name of elections and as future

members of Parliament and the legislatures?11

Taking note of this ‘trust deficit’, the Maoists have projected themselves

as a best alternative to mainstream political parties in the governance

process. One of the Maoist leaders, Kishanji proclaimed, ‘We are the

opposition in the true sense. All the political parties are the same in all

the states. We want to destroy the state. This is a real war.,12 A Naxal

ideologue observed in similar terms: ‘All the political parties, from Narendra

Modi to Buddhadeb Bhattacharya, are united in their repression of the

people.’13 Giving Naxals’ programme of action, one of the leaders proclaimed:

The people know that our party is fighting for an India

structured around principles of equality. We want an India

where individuals cannot amass capital and private property

while simultaneously driving large sections of the society

into poverty. We are here to make a corruption-free India

where corruption, dishonesty and lies have no place; and

where honesty, labour and truth are rewarded. They also

know that we are fighting against discrimination based on

gender, caste, religion and other sectarian identities.14

In short, the aim of the Communist Party of India (Maoist) – CPI

(M) – is to establish a ‘people’s democratic state under the leadership

of the proletariat’ that will ‘guarantee real democracy for the vast

majority of people while exercising dictatorship over a tiny minority

of exploiters.’15 Its ‘ultimate programme is socialism and then
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advancing towards communism on a world scale.’16 Maoists describe

the Indian state as ‘reactionary’ and ‘autocratic’ and seek a ‘worker-

peasant alliance’ to overthrow ‘imperialism, feudalism and comprador

bureaucratic capitalism’ via an armed revolutionary struggle.17

Making the linkage, though in general terms, a scholar observes:

In the game of politics of power, Political Entrepreneurs

would undertake to lend voices to the cause of those

groups of society who give them dividends in their

endeavour to capture power. Their rivals would take

advantage of those groups whose voices remain unheard

and are losing their patience and are denied access to their

legitimate rights and aspirations and are handed over

humiliations instead. Such a set of political entrepreneurs,

through a cloak of ideology, convince the disadvantaged

groups to forsake democratic processes for seeking redressal

and instead take to arms for wresting their due.18

Coming specifically to the Naxal case, in a joint press statement, general

secretaries of the Central Committee of two outfits, Kishan of the MCC

and Ganapathi of the PWG, declared:

The immediate aim and programme of the Maoist party is to

carry on and complete the already ongoing and advancing

New Democratic Revolution in India as a part of the world

proletarian revolution by overthrowing the semi-colonial, semi-

feudal system under the neo-colonial form of indirect rule,

exploitation and control. . . . This revolution will be carried

out and completed through armed agrarian revolutionary war,

i.e. protracted people’s war with the armed seizure of power

remaining as its central and principal task, encircling the

cities from the countryside and thereby finally capturing them.

Hence the countryside as well as the Protracted People’s

War will remain as the ‘center of gravity’ of the party’s work,

while urban work will be complimentary to it.19
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Their plan of action is very clear and methodical. As a Naxal ideologue

observes:

Land to the tiller, workers’ rights over the factory, and political

power to the people, flowing from the grassroots. The Maoist

theory explains that you first occupy the land of the village;

the landlord then sends his mafia; you fight back; then the

police come in support of the landlord; you then adopt

guerilla methods to fight the police and the state. The

economic programme is to occupy the land, the military

programme is the guerilla struggle, and the political

programme is to bring power to the people by organising gram

rajya [village rule] committees. In 1995, the party decided to

adopt alternative development programmes for drinking and

irrigation water and primary health and education, among

others, under the gram rajya committees. The party asked

people not to pay taxes to the government and not vote in

elections. That’s how it defies the state.20

Various splits in left parties – CPI (M) from CPI, CPI (Maoist Leninist,

or ML) from CPI (M) and various Maoist splinter groups from CPI (ML)

– are a reflection of who advances real ‘revolution’. All of these groups

saw themselves as farther left than the ‘revisionist’ groups, which

participated regularly in parliamentary elections.21 What separated

distinctly the Maoists from other moderate political parties – leftist, centrist

or rightist – is the resort to arms. Over time, the nature of left-wing

extremism has substantially altered. From an ideologically driven movement,

it has transformed itself into a guerrilla force with its own army, sophisticated

arms, rudimentary weapons-manufacturing capabilities, internal and external

funding sources, rigid organisational structure, fertile recruiting base and

ideal terrains to hide. This is not possible without the support of thousands

of sympathisers, even among the civil society across India.22

Talks with the government are used not only to get respite from military

operations but also to gain mileage politically. By coming to the negotiating

table, two kinds of political utilities are discerned. One, making use of the

talks’ forum, Naxals convey to the wider audience that ‘if the Naxals take
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power, they will have a perspective on every aspect, such as democratic

rights, land reforms and self-reliance’.23 Two, the very agreement to

participate in negotiations is ‘to respect people’s wish’ and ‘the greatness

of the revolutionary party lies in that’.24

The issue of LWE has been like a shifting pain that moved from

West Bengal to Bihar and then to Andhra Pradesh. When there was

pressure in Andhra Pradesh, the Naxals found a suitable sanctuary in

the central Indian areas comprising parts of Bihar, West Bengal,

Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Orissa, Maharashtra and Karnataka. This

constitutes the so called ‘Red Corridor’, which they found conducive

for insurgency and an ideal base to start ‘Revolutionary Zones’. In

these areas, what is common is the absence of activities of moderate

political parties. That’s the reason why the movement of Maoists to

tribal-dominated central India has become easier. It is in fact a perfect

matching of the aggrieved and the ‘Robin Hoods’. The Maoists, in this

regard, have learnt the knack of operating through front organisations25

in each state focusing on local grievances and could successfully draft

some intellectuals, human rights and activists on their side.

From just 9 states and 53 districts in 2001, LWE is variously

estimated to have affected some 203 to 252 districts in 18 states in a

decade. Of these, the core of the insurgency is focussed in Chhattisgarh,

Orissa and Jharkhand, with significant activity levels in Bihar, West

Bengal, Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra. They are now aiming at

forming a ‘Red Corridor’ (or Compact Revolutionary Zone) that stretches

from Pashupati in Nepal to Tirupati in South India.26 Understanding the

gravity of the threat, the then home minister P. Chidambaram observed:

I recognise that we underestimated over the last five to 10

years the menace of Naxalism. In this period, they have

grown, they have recruited, and they have acquired more

arms and weapons. Therefore, the states now are in overdrive

to fill the vacancies. As we speak, I know that they are

recruiting, training about 85,000 people.27

In looking at the interaction between mainstream political parties and

Maoists, the latter’s take on electoral process cannot be missed. Not only
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do the Maoists not participate in the elections, they also prevent people

from participating. In support of poll boycott, they invoke Lenin, who

observed, ‘To decide once every few years which member of the ruling

class is to repress and crush the people through parliament – this is the

real essence of bourgeois parliamentarism, not only in parliamentary –

constitutional monarchies, but also in most democratic republics.’28 Also,

since Naxals consider elections ‘as a “safety valve” to divert the masses

from the path of struggle’, they oppose the very electoral process.29 Thus,

it is considered that the Parliamentary system is a hurdle for the revolution.

One has to overcome that to achieve people’s power. They believe that

‘the question of boycott of electoral politics lies in the very line of

People’s War. Electoral politics is the reverse of People’s War.’30

Thus, Naxals advise as well as threaten voters against exercising

their franchise. In the run-up to the recent parliamentary elections, Naxals

have put up posters by underlining ‘price rise, spurt in corruption,

unemployment and such other issues as the reason for the masses to

launch a protest and boycott the polling.’31 Naxals also make it difficult

as well as risky for political parties to campaign and indulge in other

political activities. One of such ruthless attacks was made on a convoy

of Congress leaders and workers at Jeeram Ghati in Jagdalpur district of

Chhattisgarh on 25 May 2013, which claimed 28 lives and injured scores

of others. Those killed included Mahendra Karma, a former minister of

Chhattisgarh and a former Lok Sabha member; Nand Kumar Patel, the

state’s Congress chief; his son Dinesh Patel; and former MLA Uday

Mudaliyar. Former union minister Vidya Charan Shukla and Konta MLA

Kawasi Lakhma were critically injured. The convoy was an ideal target

because of the presence of many high-profile leaders in one place, and

that too with less security cover, passing through a most vulnerable

area.32 During the 2014 parliamentary elections, Maoists caused 14 deaths

in a twin attack in Chhattisgarh on 12 April 2014. The dead included six

poll officials and five security personnel. The reason for the attacks was

obvious.33

Though the deadly attack at Jeeram Ghati in May 2013 was dubbed

‘a frontal assault on the democratic foundations of our nation’,34 the

mainstream political parties have refused to equate Naxals with terrorists.
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At an all-party meeting called by the PM and attended by chief ministers

of different states affected by LWE, it was agreed to continue with the

‘extremists’ tag to Naxals though most of the Naxal groups are banned.35

CONCLUSION AND THE WAY AHEAD

Going by the analytical framework of the study, Indian Maoists do not

qualify as a political party though they claim to be so. The principal aim

of the Maoists is not the social or economic advancement of the adivasis

but the capture of power through a process of armed struggle and not

through moderate political mobilisation.36 In other words, the means used

is bullets and not ballots. This is the singular character that distinguishes

Naxal groups from the mainstream political parties.

At the same time, the failings and responsibilities of the mainstream

political parties cannot be ignored. As the Planning Commission has

pertinently observed, ‘Mobilising the support of the people is also

absolutely essential to weaken the support base of the Naxals. The political

parties are not playing their role in this regard. The representatives of

major political parties have virtually abdicated their responsibility.’37 This

is the crux of the problem.

The present two-pronged approach of the government – development

and military – is not enough. Naxalites need to be tackled with mainstream

political activity. As an expert on the ground pertinently observes, ‘The

movement of mainstream politicians among the tribal population will help

in weaning them away from Naxal influence.’38 That’s exactly the reason

why Maoists prevent moderate political parties from indulging in political

activities in the areas under their control.

Interestingly, this new approach of party political activity as an

essential means of providing a peaceful alternative to the violent occupation

of tribal and other remote areas by Maoist rebels is being pushed by

Jairam Ramesh, the then union minister for rural development. According

to the minister:

Democracy by itself won’t solve the problem. . . . People need

to have confidence in political parties and instruments of

state such as the judiciary. . . . What has been lacking is a
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political strategy of political mobilization by mainstream political

parties. Lack of political mobilisation is the biggest weakness

in these areas – you need mainstream political party activities,

the political campaigns, the use of politics as a vehicle to

redress grievances, so on and so forth.39

This adds one more pillar ‘political mobilisation’ to the present two-

pronged approach: ‘security’ and ‘development’. In this regard, it is

important to develop strong participatory mechanism. Grassroots governance

structures like panchayats play a vital role in aggregating the needs and

interests of the people. Although Mahatma Gandhi had sought to make

village panchayats the very foundation of democracy in independent

India, it was only in 1993 that panchayats and municipalities got a

constitutional status.40 Grassroots democracy would ultimately prove to

be the ideal foil to militancy. They give enough space – for mainstream

and regional political parties, civil society groups and even dissidents –

for political action. It is, therefore, important to make sure that these

mechanisms work, especially in insurgency affected areas, without much

political interference, but with enough powers and resources. Else, the

political vacuum will be filled by extremist groups.

Most importantly, there is a need for a consensus among the major

political parties on causes and consequences of and countermeasures for

internal security threats. They have to rise above ‘partisan plebiscitary

politics’. In his closing remarks to the chief ministers, the then prime

minister Manmohan Singh said, ‘Conferences of this nature send a strong

message that the political leadership of the country can rise above our

political and party affiliations when it comes to facing national challenges,

particularly those concerning internal security.’41 Instead of trying to exploit

existing problems for vote-catching purposes, they should consider threats

as an emergent national issue that requires urgent attention. Internal

security is a very serious issue that should be taken out of narrow

political considerations. Bringing internal security under a wider

parliamentary scrutiny would help to gain broad political consensus. The

traditional practice of monitoring by the home minister, with a general

information feed to the parliament, does not meet the requirements of
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good governance in an open society. Such an arrangement would not lead

to political interference, as is generally feared, but would enhance

accountability and facilitate wider acceptance of the imperatives of a

situation. In the long run, it would, in fact, facilitate better comprehension

of security issues and of possible solutions among lawmakers.

Governance has been adversely affected also because of the political

leadership’s preoccupation with narrow sectarian and partisan interests of

their parties and the pursuit of day-to-day political gains and finding no

time or patience to attend to the crying needs of the common man. The

failure of the political executive to devote sustained attention to his or her

constitutional responsibilities has led to the governmental functioning in

the states being marred by gross delays, inefficiency, insensitivity,

unaccountability and pervasive corruption. The issue is, as a former

bureaucrat points out, ‘The chain of accountability from the civil service

to legislature and political authority is weak; follow-through at higher

levels of administration is poor.’42

Most importantly, all political parties must serve as social service

organisations for a specific number of years before applying for registration.

No party with ethnic, caste, sectarian or religious agenda should be

registered or allowed to contest. Any parties or individuals using such

divisive agendas for electoral purposes should be barred from contesting

elections at all levels for life.

If elections are described as the ‘Gangotri of the democratic process’,

reforming the system at the very roots is crucial to cleansing the entire

system and improving the quality of governance. Necessary electoral

reforms are also required for governance to be effective.43 Those with

criminal antecedents must be barred from contesting elections let alone

being allowed to enter the legislatures or the parliament. Disclosure of

criminal antecedents by candidates must be made mandatory and there

have to be penal provisions for concealing or providing wrong information.

It should be mandatory for the elected members to declare their assets at

periodic intervals. Party funds should be regularly audited. State funding

of elections with strict supervision and audit can be considered to offset

many of the ills that flow from excessive spending. Apart from giving a

level playing field to smaller parties, it will reduce use of black money for

electoral expenses to a greater extent.44
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A positive image of political entrepreneurs is vital for effective

political mobilisation. It goes without saying that resorting to moderate

politics is the right method while the use of armed means is madness.

However, if the moderate politics is parochial, then it is as good as

madness.
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Shri N. N. Vohra, eminent former civil servant and currently the Honourable

Governor of Jammu & Kashmir (J&K), needs no introduction. He finds a

position among India’s finest bureaucrats and administrators; so when he

places pen to paper and outlines his opinion about the need of the hour

on national security and governance, people are bound to take note,

absorb and hopefully implement the host of recommendations he makes

in this outstanding book. The title of the book, Safeguarding India,

Essays on Governance and Security, unfortunately fails to inspire immediate

interest because there have been many books of the same kind (Jaswant

Singh’s book carried a near similar title). Harper Collins, the publishers of

this otherwise extremely useful 200-page collection of essays on two of

the most relevant subjects for modern India, perhaps could have suggested

a more catchy title.

Governor Vohra is no ordinary mortal. Rising from the Punjab cadre

of the Indian Administrative Service (IAS) (1959 batch), he went on to

occupy two of the most crucial secretary-level posts in the Government

of India: defence secretary and home secretary. After retirement, he went

on to be the principal secretary to the prime minister in 1997–98. He

headed the National Task Force on Internal Security and with such

credentials, was a fine choice for the governorship of J&K. He was

appointed governor in June 2008 just as the first of the street agitations

was appearing on Kashmir’s bleak security landscape. Obviously, when
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someone of this experience and proven capability writes, the establishment,

academia and think tanks must take note and analyse. This is an immensely

readable book because chapters clearly and comprehensively cover almost

every facet of security. It can meet the need of a seasoned professional

or someone who is just beginning to understand what national security

really means and involves.

The author makes governance one of the prime issues of focus in

ensuring the security of a nation. Also mentioned is the need of a national

security management policy. Both issues are mentioned in the Preface

itself, making clear the manner in which the author views national security.

In the first chapter, the opening pitch is about threats; how the intensity

increased over a period of time after independence; and how the police

forces have been poorly budgeted, trained and led, leading to corruption,

ineffectiveness and extremely poor intelligence. There is some plain-speak

here on many issues, especially on the shortcomings in coordination of

the intelligence efforts between agencies. The author bemoans the fact

that India’s different ministries and organisations have yet to find a suitable

national security management structure. No effort to suggest one has

been made.

Chapter 2 deals with internal security. It is a fairly exhaustive

explanation for non-practitioners on what is involved in internally securing

ourselves. Observations about the police forces of different hues are not

very laudatory, although one or two states come in for praise. The

persistence of the army’s long deployment in some states is highlighted

and blame for this is placed squarely on state governments for their

inability to resolve the root issues of grievances and governance as also

the politicisation of the police forces and inefficiency of state intelligence.

Each chapter is a stand-alone essay and wholesome from the angles

of weaknesses, policy and structure. This creates a lot of overlap among

chapters but helps in gleaning focus and the priority that the author

accords. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 have a broad commonality in that they deal

with reforms in some crucial areas. The latter two are dedicated to the

police, but Chapter 3 is one of the more important ones as it outlines some

of the institutions in the national security structure. The induction of

state representatives into the National Security Advisory Board and the
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National Security Council is one such issue. The author also delves into

institutions such as the National Investigation Agency and is critical of

the criminal justice system, which as per him has failed to be timely and

has a poor record of conviction rates. The focus on police reform is

repetitive but apt. The chapters outline in fair detail and end with a

mention of the fact that the National Security Commission and the Model

Police Act are still a distance away.

Chapter 6 will keep the reader glued because it deals with the

rivalries between agencies in the security system or apparatus as also the

overlapping authority among them. In continuation, Chapter 7 is a short

critique on the functioning of the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) and

some of its star components, such as the Intelligence Bureau (IB), which

is virtually independent today and reporting directly to the PM. Being an

ex-home secretary himself, Mr. Vohra obviously prefers greater control in

the hands of the MHA.

With increasing significance of the maritime domain, the book jumps

into it well before the continental aspects of external security are examined.

However, Chapter 8 is fairly long and quite informative. The dynamics of

the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) are well described, but the better takeaway

from this chapter is the short section on non-military threats. Energy,

narcotics and human security all find brief descriptions, giving a good

indication that security has to be only viewed from a comprehensive

angle. Actually, this chapter may well have been the opening one under

a different name because it includes the most generic aspects of security,

which form the settings for subsequent chapters. In fact, it is good to read

this one before all other chapters.

In his next two chapters, Mr Vohra discusses the mechanisms for

a solution to border conflicts, a known grey area. He calls upon the

government to pragmatically approach the problem of resolution of

longstanding situations. The realist approach will reveal that nothing is

likely to change in the near future, even as the US adopts its Rebalancing

and Asian Pivot strategy; realignments currently under way do not augur

tranquillity on our borders. Therefore, a strategy of maximising benefits to

the populace whilst denying any advantage to China and Pakistan is the

answer. Pakistan’s greater alignment with China is pushing the security
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environment in South Asia. ‘Histories of War’ (Chapter 10) is a short

commentary on how the nation needs to learn its lessons in external

security by resorting to more analysis and transparency in the writing of

history. The mention of the former History Division of the Ministry of

Defence (MoD) is interesting. It is hardly known that it was closed due

to a financial crunch. Perhaps as and when the National Defence University

is functional, the aspect of war histories can become its responsibility.

The commentary about the functioning of the MoD comes from Mr

Vohra’s long experience. Two things need observation. First, there is no

mention about the anomalous arrangement of the defence secretary’s

continued responsibility for the defence of India (it is the defence secretary

and not the defence minister who is responsible for this) although the

author asks for a clearer definition of this person’s responsibilities. Two,

the integration of the Service Headquarters and MoD with the presence

of the uniform among the appointments in the ministry is not discussed

at all. This is one of the most contentious issues under examination for

long and the halfway implementation of the Kargil Review Committee has

not met this anomaly.

The chapter ‘Civil Military Relations’ (Chapter 13) is one of the

longest, and rightly so. Mr Vohra takes a middle position to explain at

length the pitfalls of a lack of cooperation between the armed forces and

civil services. However, on issues such as bureaucratic rather than political

control over the services, the competence of the MoD staff to handle

challenging issues and the reasons why a national security doctrine is yet

to see the light of day, the arguments are not as convincing as one would

expect. The comments on the issue of jointness between the three services

are well articulated, with all nuances, including the need for fresh legislation

such as the US Goldwater Nichols Act of 1986. With today’s concerns

about the 7th Pay Commission, the book fails to rationalise why a separate

pay commission or presence of a veteran or a serving officer on the pay

commission is not accepted for the services, which are the largest community

of government servants affected by the pay code.

The section on governance as an issue of security is covered under

four very well-crafted chapters in the way expected from such an experienced

and mature personality. In fact, the history of the formulation of the
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governance process is probably the best I have read anywhere, and that

too in such squeezed space. The structure of the civil services, corruption,

education and the effect on governance and politicisation of the bureaucracy

and the police, all find their due mention and discussion with some

recommendations. What is perhaps missing is the concept of an honour

code and ‘izzat’, the way the armed forces implement it. Granted that

militarisation of a civil service is not possible, the oft-repeated point about

giving all bureaucrats a military orientation through two to five years of

short service commission in the army or other services is not something

which is too far off. Perhaps senior civil servants need to pragmatically

consider this and not brush it aside.

Having worked with Mr Vohra in J&K, let me state that he has yet

much more to write and express. His personal anecdotes concerning his

dealings with famous personalities around the world are a pleasure to hear

and I am sure will be so to read too. A book which may not attract

attention on a bookshelf of a high-profile bookshop surprisingly proves

to be great reading. I do strongly recommend it to the training institutions

of the armed forces to include this as compulsory reading for the higher-

command courses because the broad understanding of higher direction in

national security is very well covered here in a most readable style and

intelligible format. (The reviewer is a former GOC of the Srinagar-based 15

Corps.)
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